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Hussein reverses American inspectors ban 
□ Saddam Hussein ends 
standoff with U.N., quieting 
fears of military confronta- 
tion. 
The Associated Press  
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Saddam Hussein 
reversed his ban on American weapons 
inspectors in Iraq today, halting his de- 
fiance of U.N. demands and apparently 
ending a three-week standoff that 
raised fears of a military confrontation. 
Iraq agreed to the inspectors' return 
under a deal arranged by Russia and its 
foreign minister, Yevgeny Primakov. 
Secretary of State Madeleine Al- 
bright said the agreement involved no 
concessions by the United States or the 
United Nations. The Iraqis "are pre- 
pared to have the inspectors return un- 
conditionally," she said. 
The UN. Special Commission, which 
oversees the weapons inspections, was 
to meet Friday to discuss ways to re- 
form procedures for monitoring Iraq's 
arms arsenal and preventing It from 
again developing weapons of mass de- 
struction. 
In Washington, President Clinton said 
he was encouraged by Saddam's 
agreement to allow all U.N. inspectors 
to return to Iraq, including Americans, 
but added: "He said he would do that - 
in the coming days we will wait and 
see if he does." 
If all goes well, U.N. weapons in- 
spections  chief  Richard  Butler  told 
ABC's "Good Morning America," "We'll 
be on the plane tomorrow morning and 
back in business on Friday." 
Speaking in Cairo, Iraqi Deputy 
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz told report- 
ers that the Security Council's perma- 
nent members had made no "specific 
commitments" under the Russian pro- 
posal. However, he said Russia has 
promised to work for a "just and fair 
diplomatic solution" to the confronta- 
tion. 
While Iraq is hoping to enlist Russia's 
help in pushing for an end to U.N. eco- 
nomic sanctions, U.S. Ambassador Bill 
Richardson said today, "We are not 
ready to lift sanctions until all Security 
Council resolutions are complied with 
by Iraq and if necessary will use our 
veto to achieve that objective." 
Even with the diplomatic resolution 
to the crisis, the United States kept go- 
ing today in its military build-up in the 
Persian Gulf, sending six B-S2H strate- 
gic bombers to an Indian Ocean base 
within range of Iraq. Washington would 
send another 32 warplanes to the Gulf 
this weekend, defense officials there 
said. 
The Russian-brokered deal to end the 
confrontation was endorsed by a joint 
meeting of the Iraqi leadership compr- 
ising the Revolution Command Council 
and the ruling Baath Party headed by 
Saddam, the state-run Iraqi News 
Agency reported. 
The news agency said Iraq accepted 
the weapons Inspectors because the 
government believes that Russia is sin- 
cere in its pledge to work for lifting of 
the 7-year old U.N. sanctions. The sanc- 
tions were imposed after Iraq invaded 
Kuwait in 1990, touching off the Persian 
Gulf War. 
"It has been decided to invite the 
Special Commission in its entirety back 
to resume its duties," the news agency 
said, quoting a statement by the Revo- 
lution Command Council. 
Saddam's agreement to readmit the 
American inspectors to Iraq concludes 
three weeks of growing tension, during 
which Baghdad threatened to shoot 
down U-2 spy planes, the Americans 
sent aircraft carriers to the Persian 
Gulf and the United Nations withdrew 
all of its weapons inspectors in an ex- 
pression of solidarity with their bani- 
shed American colleagues. 
Jumping rocks 
AisacUted PITH phot* 
Jonathan Allen, 24, of Cleveland, jumps across rocks in Lake Erie a!    Edgewater Park in Cleveland with his dog Mountain, Thursday. 
Health issues arise for septuplets, mother 
The Associated Press 
DES MOINES, Iowa - Tem- 
pered with the pride you hear in 
Bob Hepworth's voice over the 
birth of his seven grandchildren 
is the uncertainty about their 
health. 
"I would ask that all believers 
across the world join us in pray- 
ing for Bobbi and for the babies 
that their health will continue 
and only improve," Hepworth 
said as he announced the birth of 
only the second known set of sep- 
tuplets born alive. 
His daughter Bobbi 
McCaughey gave birth by Cae- 
sarean section Wednesday to 
four boys and three girls in six 
minutes - no complications. 
They were two months pre- 
mature but, said Dr. Paula Ma- 
hone, "so well-grown, so well- 
developed, it Just strikes me as a 
miracle." 
The children were in serious 
condition in the neonatal inten- 
sive care unit of Blank Children's 
Hospital; Joel Steven, the last to 
arrive, was listed as critical for 
several hours before being up- 
graded to serious. All were 
placed on ventilators to aid their 
breathing. 
The pregnancy of Mrs. 
McCaughey, who was taking a 
fertility drug, had long been a se- 
cret in the family's tiny home- 
town of Carlisle, a bedroom 
community 10 miles outside Des 
Moines. But once news began 
trickling out, the 29-year-old 
seamstress and her 27-year-old 
husband, Kenny, a billing clerk at 
an auto dealership, found them- 
selves the center of worldwide 
attention. 
The McCaugheys (pronounced 
McCoys) ignored doctors' sug- 
gestions that they abort some of 
the seven fetuses to ensure the 
health of others. Their decision 
seemed to pay off when doctors 
said all seven children were "vi- 
gorous" and experts predicted 
that all of them could survive. 
If so, Mrs. McCaughey would 
become the first mother in 
known human history to deliver 
septuplets who lived. The family 
stressed religious reasons for not 
agreeing to "selective reduc- 
tion." 
"God gave us those kids," 
McCaughey said last month. "He 
wants us to raise them." 
Family spokeswoman Marlys 
Popma said all the options were 
discussed with the couple. 
•They've viewed these as chil- 
dren, babies," she said. "Con- 
trary to what medical people 
might call them, they never 
viewed them as fetuses. They 
viewed them as babies." 
Kenneth Robert, the first born, 
is Hepworth's namesake. Doc- 
tors nicknamed him Hercules 
because he held his siblings in a 
pyramid formation in the womb, 
said Mahone, who helped per- 
form the delivery at Iowa Meth- 
odist Medical Center. 
He came into the world at 12:48 
p.m., weighing 3 pounds, 4 oun- 
ces. His siblings were born a 
minute apart: Alexis May at 2 
pounds, 11 ounces, followed by 
Natalie Sue, 2 pounds, 10 ounces; 
Kelsey Ann, 2 pounds, 5 ounces; 
Brandon James, 3 pounds, 3 oun- 
ces; Nathanial Roy, 2 pounds, 14 
ounces; and lastly, at 12:54 p.m., 
Joel Steven, at 2 pounds, IS oun- 
ces. 
Doctors could not determine 
whether any of the infants were 
identical. 
Mrs. McCaughey gained just 
25 pounds during the pregnancy, 
or just 5 pounds more than the 
babies weighed. Mahone said 
Mrs. McCaughey had been in bed 
for a long time and lost muscle 
mass. 
She was given an epidural 
anesthetic and was alert during 
the delivery. Doctors told her the 
condition of each child. 
"As we delivered each baby 
and saw the size of the babies and 
how vigorous they were, we were 
very, very happy," Mahone said. 
Student sets goals 
on council, campus 
□ Gordan Heminger, a 
BGSU senior, reflects on 
his ambitions as a city 
councilman. 
By MELISSA NAYMIK 
The BG News  
"Some men see things as they 
are and ask •why?' I dream things 
that never were and ask. *why 
not?"' 
That quote by Robert Kennedy 
is one that Gordan Heminger, 
senior social studies education 
major, lives his life by. 
Gordan, known as Gordy, is a 
councilman in Maumee, Ohio and 
the president of Alpha Sigma Phi 
here at the University. 
In his senior year in high 
school, he was class president. 
Before choosing Bowling Green, 
he thought about one day being 
the councilman for Maumee. So, 
not only was Bowling Green 
close to home, but also close 
enough to allow him to run for 
city council. 
When he ran for council in 1995 
and won, he was "in awe." 
"I was very proud and it was an 
honor, especially since I was the 
youngest person to ever be 
elected to city council," He- 
minger said. 
He believes people saw 
someone  who  was  a  "straight 
shooter" and honest and that is 
why he won at such a young age. 
Heminger liked his first two 
years because he enjoyed work- 
ing with the community and 
council members. He decided to 
run for a second term because 
there was still a lot of work that 
needed to be done. The two main 
items to be accomplished during 
his second term are building a 
youth center and building an af- 
fordable senior housing complex. 
One of his main goals is to 
make the city government of 
Maumee more accessible to the 
community. 
The city government must re- 
late to the community better be- 
cause the public is essentially the 
council's boss, explained He- 
minger. 
"We (city government) must 
treat the citizens the same way 
we would want to be treated," 
said Heminger. 
Throughout his campaigning, 
his family has been very suppor- 
tive as they passed out fliers and 
stood at the polls in "20 degree 
weather." 
Ten years from now, he can see 
himself being a state representa- 
tive or a county commissioner. 
Heminger dreams one day to be- 
come a member of Congress, 
then possibly the president of the 
United States. 
• See GORDY, page four. 
BG holiday parade 
set for tomorrow 
□ The annual Bowl- 
ing Green event will 
cover the length of 
Main Street. 
By SARAH BEDNARSKI 
The BG News  
With the holiday season 
about to start, Bowling 
Green's tenth annual holiday 
parade is scheduled for 
tomorrow morning. 
According to Joan Gordon of 
the Bowling Green Chamber 
of Commerce, the parade will 
proceed the length from North 
to South Main. She said 13 
area high school bands are 
scheduled to perform. 
"The theme this year is 
Holiday Extravaganza," Gor- 
don said. "Some of the side 
streets off of Main will be 
blocked off for the partici- 
pants waiting in the wings." 
Gordon said unicyclists, 
floats and mascots are in- 
cluded in the parade. She said 
there were over 1,500 people 
involved in the planning. 
In the past, the parade has 
drawn approximately 3,000 
spectators, Gordon said She 
said it is scheduled to start at 
10 am and will last for almost 
two hours. 
According to Gordon, Santa 
Claus will ride in on one of the 
floats to officially welcome 
the holiday season. She said he 
won't be stopping to talk with 
kids during the parade. 
"He'll be a forward-moving 
Santa," she said. "The mall has 
• See PARADE, page five. 
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Get excited, you may have already entered 
There are certain phrases In 
life that stand out, take on a 
whole new meaning and become 
Integrated into our culture. 
Some examples: 
"I've fallen and up!" 
"Objects in mirror are closer 
than they appear." 
And of course. "You may have 
already won 
The reason I hate the latter so 
much no matter how 
often you read It. fill out the 
forms, mail the entry hack In. 
and lose, the next time It hap- 
pens vou always think. "Well .   . 
this time could be different. This 
time I could win. 
Well. I his time happened one 
too main times. I gol sick   I got 
fed up. In this spirit I became 
daring and adventurous. I boldly 
went where no man has gone 
before. I read the small print. 
The first thing I learned was 
that there were several different 
prizes I ma ion 
While the million dolls 
Big Supei ' 18 Special 
Tom Mather 
r> Grand Prize. I theTaN Prize too, it I 
scratched the 
right sp 
a card t 
". on my 
the alphabet 
The Tax Bonus Prize paid the 
in the million dollars so I 
would gel Hie whole million 
dol|a: pt, of 
I would now 
'o pay on the Tax Bonus 
Prize. 1 heard that next year they 
ling to have the Tax Bonus- 
lonus Prize, to pay the 
lax Bonus Prize. 
0 e point 
(act I 
: the small 
•v to 
popular belief, first prize Is 
actually the worst prize you can 
win. You see. after the Big Super 
Duper Extra Special Grand 
Prize, they have the Medium 
Somewhat Duper Still Special 
But Not So Grand Prize, which Is 
a trip for two to a place that Is 
guaranteed to give you sunburn 
and diarrhea from drinking the 
The next biggest prize Is the 
Early Bird /Bonus Prize, which 
while being neither Grand nor 
Super in anv way. is worth 
$100,000. 
You win this by mailing your 
losing entry In first before all the 
other losing entries. The winner 
of ihis prize can take pride In the 
fad that not only is he a loser, 
he is the first loser and therefore 
led for being the most 
pathetic. 
First prize, which is really the 
last and worst prize. Is $10.50. 
There are supposed to be 10.000 
first prize winners, but since I 
have never heard of anybody 
winning this. 1 can't be sure it 
actually exists. If you are one of 
the lucky first prize winners, you 
should know that with your 
winnings you can almost but not 
quite afford approximately one 
half of a Chla Head. The Jealousy 
rages through me. 
Believe It or not. I'm not done 
there. We've covered what the 
prizes are. now we have to go 
through the rules and regula- 
tions of who Is eligible, when 
they're eligible, and If there are 
any Ineligible receivers down 
Held. 
The following quotes are 
taken from the fine print of a 
contest. I can only wish I made 
them up. 
First of all, "The chances of 
winning arc dependent upon the 
number of entries distributed 
and received." You need not 
worry however, because. "Distri- 
bution of the sweepstakes Is 
estimated not to exceed 500 
million." Whew. And I was 
worried the odds of winning were 
stacked against me. 
This is where it got really 
good. 
"Sweepstakes are open to 
residents of the United States. 
Canada and to residents 21 or 
older in selected parts of Europe, 
Africa. Asia. Australia, North 
America. Mexico and South 
America. (You know, the selected 
parts of North America other 
than the U.S., Canada and 
Mexico.)" 
By far the worst (best?) of 
these quotes was. "In order to 
win a prize, residents of Canada, 
and wherever else mandated, 
will be required to correctly 
answer a skill-testing question 
administered by mall." 
You cannot fathom how 
disappointed I was that they did 
not specify what skill they might 
teal if I won. Was It Juggling? I 
can juggle. I hope it was Jug- 
gling. Was it foreign languages? 
Underwater basket-weaving? 
Inner tube water polo? 
I need to know. I may have 
already won and If 1 can only 
figure out what skill I need to 
master, the Big Super Duper 
Extra Special Grand Prize could 
be mine. 
The truth Is. you really might 
have already won.  I am taking 
this space to announce the 
Worst Christmas Gift Ever 
Contest. Seriously. All you need 
to enter is a bad Christmas (or 
other seasonal gift) gift you have 
received/given In your lifetime. 
You may e-mail me at 
mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu or write 
me at 210 West Hall. 
Just include your name, a 
description of the gift and why It 
was so horrible (the funnier the 
better). The winner will receive 
an undisclosed prize (worth at 
least $5) from myself and a free 
mention In the paper the last 
week of classes. Eueryone Is 
eligible. 
This column originally appeared in 
Tom Mather's The Cheeseburger 
Philosophy. 
Letter to the editor 
policy: 
The BG News encourages readers' input to 
discuss topics of interest to the BGSU commu- 
nity. If you would like to have something 
printed in The BG News, we offer you two 
formats. 
• letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less 
than 500 words (less than two typed, double- 
spaced pages). 
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 
800-900 words) can be submitted as Guest 
columns. Guest columns will be subject to 
space limitations and considered based on 
topic relevance and quality. 
Please include your address, major, 
academic class and phone number (phone 
numbers are strictly for verification and not 
for publication). If you are not a BGSU 
student, please provide your position or 
affiliation with the University or the com- 
munity. 
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. 
Letters brought in saved on a Macintosh-com- 
patible disk are preferred. 
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall 01 
e-mail us at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu!edu. Be pre- 
pared to show valid identification. 
Space limitations may prevent The News 
from printing all letters received. The News 
reserves the right to edit any and all letters. 
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid 
identification is given and the editorial board   , 
deems anonymity is in the proper interests of 
the writer. 
The Editorial Board acknowledges all en- 
tries submitted for publication. 2fl&A6-v* IL N$ ON) 
Smokers can depend on one sure way to quit 
A little over two years ago. my 
mother quit smoking. If you have 
irted smoking but are 
worried about the health risks, 
you might want to consider her 
method. 
She was 68 years old and had 
been smoking for about 50 
years. One day her colon burst 
and s; ,ive sepsis Into 
ha alxlominal cavity. She was 
rushed to the hospital and 
admitted to emergency surgery. 
Luckily, she had an excellent 
surgeon who made the right call 
immediately, went in and 
d up the Infection and 
created a cotostomy. which 
gathers solid waste In a plastic 
bag. because the colon Is sev- 
ered. Just a little longer and she 
* 
would have died. 
Of course, her illness was not 
caused by smoking. But when 
you put that much slress on a 
body, the first systems to start 
failing are your heart and lungs. 
So 'hey had to Intubate her. As 
you probably know from "E.R.". 
that means they put a tube 
down her rhroal so a machine 
could help her breathe. They 
also put In a heart catheter to 
monitor her heartbeat. 
Seeing your mother In Inten- 
sive care with IVs. catheters. 
and a ventilator tube stuck in 
her reminds you that we're 
mortal, with a body that regis- 
ters all the bumps, stresses, 
strains and abuse we put It 
through, slowly, undetectably. 
I 
over the years, until it comes to 
rest Just at the edge of dying. If 
you're lucky. She hung on at the 
edge for three weeks In SICU, 
which. I came to know only too 
well, stands for Surgical Inten- 
sive Care Unit. 
Late one night, after she had 
been taken off the ventilator, 
several of us were in the waiting 
room when a nurse came In to 
Inform my father that she had 
had respiratory arrest and had 
to be intubated again. It took 
about ten minutes of struggle to 
get It Into her windpipe. It was a 
close call. 
My father, a smoker, confided 
to me during one of our hospital 
vigils that he could not imagine 
how my mother. In addition to 
having the operation, the colos- 
tomy, the monitors, the ventila- 
tor, the round-the-clock depriva- 
tion of privacy and sleep, the 
pain and the acute nausea 
caused by the painkillers, could 
also stand going through nico- 
tine withdrawal. Whenever he'd 
tried It. by the second day he 
was ready to murder someone. 
He wasn't kidding. He'd been 
smoking for 50 years. 
Mercifully, my mother hardly 
remembers any of her time In 
the hospital, not even the 
excitement of being relntubated 
and, later, having the heart 
catheter get lost Inside her 
circulatory system. So she also 
doesn't remember nicotine 
withdrawal. By golly, that's 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
better than the patch. 
Later, my mother was able to 
have her colostomy repaired. I'm 
happy to say she's still with us, 
healing more every day. still 
making our lives good. 
I don't blame my mother, even 
though her crisis would have 
been much less threatening if 
she hadn't smoked. After all. In 
the 1940s when she started as a 
teenager, people weren't so well 
Informed about the health risks 
and addictive bond of smoking. 
Also, she had no Idea when 
she started smoking that 50 
years later her husband, her 
sister, six children, nine grand- 
children, four sons-ln-Iaw. two 
daughters-in-law and four 
nephews would all be waiting 
and praying for her to come back 
from that edge. Who can know 
the future? 
So. If you're a college student 
who smokes, don't worry too 
much. Maybe you'll be able to 
quit like my mother did, without 
even trying. Meanwhile, sit back, 
take a drag and enjoy life while 
you can, while you're young and 
free, before you have anyone who 
depends on you. 
Geoffrey C. Howes is an associate 
professor in German, Russian and East 
Asian languages. 
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THREE 
FACT: 
Itis said that the holidays "bring out the 
best in people." 
FICTION: 
This statement does not include the "best 
way to make money." 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day: 
Today's Question: 
"Are you excited about the 
soccer team making it to the 
NCAA for the third straight 
time?" 
Tanya Jenkins Will Gorman Emily Tillman 
Senior Sophomore Junior 
Elementary Education Computer science Psychology 
"Yeah, I am very 
excited. I have friends     tand not to be a sports 
of the team." fanatic." 





"I don't even pay 




"I haven't even paid 
much attention." 
OHIO Weather 
Friday, Nov. 21 
AccuWcathcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures 
<£3 
Showers T-storms  Rain    Flumes    Snow        Ice       Sunny   Pt. Cloudy   Cloudy 




Rain and clouds. High: 41. Low: 39. 
Saturday 
Rain. High: 41. Low: 27. 
$ 
Gary Burns 
before being executed by lethal injection Thursday in Indiana for 
the 1980 murder of a cab driver. 
THUMBS UP 
■ To Fione Apple for being vegan (no animal use or 
consumption). 
■ To WBCU 88.1 FM for 50 years of diverse, independent 
radio programming. 
■ To Planned Perenthood for free birth control pills. 
■ To winter stew full of mystery refrigerator vegetables. 
THUMBS DOWN 
I To sleep. Sleep when you are dead. 
I To expletives. Why are there so few? 
I To the "Thanksgiving" slaughter of millions of animals. 
I To political science classes that only preach the gospel of 
Western capitalism. 
PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we 




Advent calendar sale (9 
a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. This sale is a German 
Club fundraiser. 
Anti-Racist Action petition 
signing drive (9 a.m. - 4 
p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Food drive collection (9 
a.m. -1 p.m.) 
Business Administration lobby. 
Fundraiser for Dance 
Marathon (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Math Science Building Foyer. 
Fundraiser will include the sale of 
"turkey grams" and promo items. 
United Way penny drive 
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Education building steps. 
Public Skating (Noon - 2 
p.m.) 
Ice Arena. Call 372-2264 for 
confirmation or additional informa- 
tion. 
9-Ball tournament (3:30 
p.m.) 
Union. Sponsored by UAO. 
BGSU Faculty/Staff art 
exhibition (7 p.m.) 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, Fine 
Arts Center. The multi-media 
exhibition will continue through Dec. 
12. Hours are 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday 
through Saturday and 2-5 p.m. on 
Sundays. The gallery is closed on 
University holidays and on Dec. 1. a 
Day Without Art. Free. 
Trial and Error (8 p.m.) 
Ill Olscamp Hall. Admission is $2 
with student ID. Sponsored by UAO. 
Mike Raybum in concert (8 
p.m.) 
Silver River Cafe. Sponsored by 
UAO. 
The Music of Samuel 
Adler (8 p.m.) 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Concert will feature the Wind 
Ensemble, directed by Bruce Moss; 
the Bowling Green Pnilharmoma, 
directed by Emily Freeman Brown; 
and Collegiate Chorale, directed by 
Mark Munson. Program will include 
the world premiere of Adler's 
"Serenata Concertante tor Wind 
Ensemble and Wind Quintet." Free. 
Star Stealers — a cosmic 
"whodunit?" (8 p.m.) 
Planetarium. 
Dance (10 p.m. - 2 a.m.) 
Eppler Gymnasium. Sponsored by 
NAACP. Admission is $3. 
African American 
Christmas card Sale (TBA) 
Education building steps. Each card 
will be about S2. 
The calendar of events is a service o/The 
BG News for the community. A more 
complete listing of these events can be 
found on the University web page. 
Dining Services Thanksgiving Holiday Schedule 
Dining Center 
Kreischer 
-Sundial Food Court 
-Shadows Snack Bar 
-Silver River Cafe 
Closes 
7:00 pm, Tues.. Nov. 25 
Midnight, Vlon., Nov. 24 
10:30 pm, Fn., Nov. 24 
Reopens 
4:30 pm. Sun., Nov. 30 
7:00 pm, Sun., New. 30 




7:00 pm, Tues., Nov. 25 
Midnight, Mon., Nov. 25 
4:30 pm, Sun., Nov. 30 




6:30 pm, Mon., Nov. 24 
6:30 pm, Tues., Nov. 25 
7:30 am, Mon., Dec. 1 






6:30 pm, Mon., Nov 24 
11:00 pm, Mon., Nov. 24 
6:30 pm, Tues., Nov. 25 
6:30 pm,   Fri., Nov. 21 
7:30 am, Mon., Doc. 1 
4:30 pm, Sun., Nov. 30 
4:30 pm, Sun., Nov. 30 
4:30 pm, Mon., Dec. 1 
Harshman 







Tues., Nov. 25                     7:00 
Wed., Nov. 26                     7:00 
Sun., Nov. 30                     4:00 
Tues., Nov. 25                 11:30 
Tues., Nov. 25                   7:00 
Sun., Nov. 30                   4:00 
Hours              UNIVERSITY 
am-8:00 pm    U^\M 
am - 2:00 pm     g|£f| ffg 
pm - 3:00 am    ap^ ^B 
am - 1:30 pm     f .^    "^ 
am-1:30 pm    ^«|l   ^J 
pm - 3:00 am    ™-—* ^ ; 
Student Union closed 1 nurs., Nov. 27 through sat, .Nov. zv.           B   G   S D 
^        Normal hours will resume on Mon., Dec. 1, for all dining centers.                               . 
Alpha Omicron <Pi 
•   9{ezv year's in O^pvemBer 
f,     ZtovemBer 22,1997   \\\jUf'* 
Tina Strieker and Kevin Clark 
Jaime Hunter and Eric Freund 
Stacey Balsega and Chad Vidovich 
Amy White and Derek Stetter 
Patti Plascak and Tom HoIIender 
Meghan Sandmann and Eric Sprague 
Kelly Pratt and A Friend 
Laura Peculis and Kht Hotmer 
Frannie Leass and Jonathon Schellhorn 
Tara Powell and Jon Gardner 
Melissa Schellhorn and Matt Anderson 
Sandy Stem and Ken Elliott 
Deana Paponetti and Chad Hamman 
Kristaryn Shefveland and Clint Gault 
Monica Tokich and Keith Jochum 
Joy Monter-Advisor and Todd Meany 
MoHy Bourquin and Sam Franklin 
Abby PawBcW and BUI LewinsW 
Susan Bedoch and Kyle Dray 
Kristy Boyer and Joseph Weaver 
Jennifer Spaulding and Jon Gehring 
Jenny Reighard and A Gentleman 
Nicole Herman and Korey Heiselman 
Julie Prechtel and Mike Linn 
Melissa Harm and Jason Slifko 
Amy Barr and Jon McGowan 
Jodl Huhn and Adam Huhn 
KeUy Berger and Brad Davis 
Heather Chenos and A Gentleman 
Jennie Sever and Larry Sage 
Sara Guflfoyle and Bryan Britton 
Jill Kaplan and Jason Gable 
Stacy Pacifico and Joe Henger 
Heather Baldwin and Matthew Meyer 
Heather Junia and Rob Grider 
Allison Kaiser and John McNeal 
Stephanie Mefruck and Vladan Smiciklas 
Erin Waters and A Gentleman 
Kristtne O'Connor and Jeffrey Ecktey 
Kate Colbow and A Gentlman 
Erin Bushnell and Jason Pattersor 
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FBI joins race crime Investigation 
Compiled trwn staff and wire reports 
■ HEALTH 
Clinton wants to implement bill of rights to 
help patients 
WASHINGTON - President Clinton is calling on Congress to 
Implement a consumer "bill of rights" that promises new protec- 
tions to help patients navigate a changing health-care system of 
tighter cost controls and less doctor choice. 
In the meantime, he Is asking the private sector to guarantee 
the protections voluntarily. 
Clinton today was giving his full endorsement to recom- 
mendations of a commission he appointed last spring, which 
nearly unanimously approved a set of rights Wednesday that at- 
tempts to balance patient frustrations with the cost of providing 
new protections. 
Among the recommendations were the right for patients to: 
■ Appeal denials of care to an outside panel. 
■ Receive a wealth of information about health providers, and 
■ Have a reasonably large choice of doctors. 
■ DIABETES 
Diabetics may soon take insulin medicine with 
meals 
BETHESDA, Md. - Certain diabetics may soon get the option 
of taking insulin-spurring medicine with meals - the only time 
they need it. But government scientists cautioned that there's no 
proof this new type of treatment is better than older drugs. 
An advisory panel recommended Wednesday that the Food and 
Drug Administration approve Novo Nordisk's replaginide to 
treat Type II diabetes. 
But the advisers said they also wanted to see more research on 
how the drug works and what's the best dose - and asked 
whether diabetics would choose to take a drug three times a day, 
15 minutes before every meal, when older medicines work with 
just one dose. 
"All of us had some mixed emotions" about backing repaglin- 
ide, panel chairman Dr. Robert Sherwin of Yale University said 
after the 8-1 vote. "The drug was comparable to other drugs 
already on the market. Superiority wasn't clearly demonstrat- 
ed." 
The FDA is not bound by advisory committee decisions, but 
typically follows them. Because repaglinide, to be sold under the 
brand name Prandin, is the first in a new class of diabetes drugs, 
the government has promised a quick decision. 
■ DIET DEMONS 
Partially hydrogenated vegetable oil leads die- 
tary evils 
BOSTON - Partially hydrogenated vegetable oil, the stuff that 
makes doughnuts and french fries taste good, has jumped to the 
top of the list of dietary evils, beating out even butter in the bad- 
for-your-heart category. 
The case against this kitchen staple has been building for 
several years. But new research from the Harvard School of 
Public Health, published today in the New England Journal of 
Medicine, offers some of the clearest evidence yet, calling it the 
worst artery dogger of all. 
The real villain is something called trans fat, which makes up 
as much as 10 percent of the calories in a typical diet. While or- 
dinary stick margarine is probably the most obvious example, 
people actually consume most of it hidden in crackers, cookies, 
pastries and deep-fried fast foods. 
The most common source of trans fat is partially hydrogen- 
ated vegetable oil, such as margarine, shortening and the har- 
dened fats used for deep frying. Hydrogenation is a process used 
to make liquid vegetable oils turn solid and resist spoiling. 
Generally, the harder a margarine or cooking fat is, the more 
trans fat it contains. Researchers said It's even worse for the 
heart than saturated fat, though both should be avoided. 
"The worst type of fat appears to be trans fat," said Dr. Walter 
Willett of the Harvard school. "That's still unknown to most con- 
sumers." 
Willett's research, called the Nurses' Health Study, followed 
the eating habits of 80,082 nurses who were outwardly healthy 
when they filled out dietary questionnaires in 1980. During 14 
years of follow up, 939 of the women had heart attacks or died 
from heart disease. 
■ FUNDRAISING 
Clinton accused of selling military burial plots 
WASHINGTON - To the White House coffee Watches, Lincoln 
Bedroom sleep-overs and the Buddhist temple fund-raisers, Re- 
publicans now want to add another alleged Clinton administra- 
tion misdeed: Selling plots in military cemeteries. 
Sparked by a summertime article in a trade publication and an 
upcoming expose in a news magazine, critics of President Clin- 
ton are now charging that he gave plots at the hallowed Arlington 
National Cemetery to undeserving political donors. 
The Associated Press  
WILBERFORCE, Ohio - The 
FBI has joined the state's in- 
vestigation to try to find out who 
placed a cross marked with ra- 
cial slurs on the grounds of the 
National Afro-American Mu- 
seum and Cultural Center. 
Jim Sample, supervisor of the 
FBI's Dayton office, said 
Wednesday that an FBI agent has 
joined the State Highway Patrol's 
Investigation because of possible 
civil-rights violations. 
Meanwhile, museum officials 
are considering putting the cross 
on display at the museum. 
"We're thinking about it. We're 
talking about the educational 
value of that," museum spokes- 
man Michael Sampson said 
Wednesday. 
Staffers saw the cross when 
they arrived at work Tuesday 
morning. 
Sampson said racial slurs, 
"KKK" and a swastika were writ- 
ten on the cross, which was made 
of lumber and stood about five 
feet tall. He said the cross was 
slightly charred on the back and 
there was a smell of kerosene in 
the air. 
The State Highway Patrol re- 
moved the cross and is examin- 
ing it for fibers and fingerprints 
in an effort to identify a suspect. 
Sampson said putting the cross 
on exhibit might help people 
learn about such acts, especially 
black youths. 
"They think those kinds of 
things happened In the Stone Age 
and they could never happen 
again," Sampson said. "We think 
it could be something where we 
could turn a negative into a posi- 
tive" 
The museum, chartered by 
Congress, opened in 1988 and 
employs IS people. Its mission is 
to educate about Afro-American 
Dinner? 
Associated Press peoto 
Marvin Storer, of Wilton, Maine, herds a flock of turkeys at the Turkey Farm in New Sharon, Maine, 
Wednesday. All of them will adorn Thanksgiving tables in just over a week. 
Teen sentenced in mom's death 
The Associated Press 
HAMILTON, Ohio - A teen-ager who was an 
honor student and drill team captain at Madison 
High School has been sentenced to 12 years in 
prison for fatally shooting her mother May 31. 
Renee Morrison pleaded guilty earlier to a re- 
duced charge of voluntary manslaughter. 
Miss Morrison, a 17-year-old chronic runaway 
with a history of psychological problems, faced 13 
years in prison. If she had been convicted of mur- 
der, she could have received 15 years to life in 
prison. 
Her father, Richard Morrison, told Butler 
County Common Pleas Judge Michael Sage during 
Wednesday's sentencing hearing that he and his 
late wife, Linda, knew for months that their 
daughter had mental problems. 
The night before the shooting, they wanted au- 
thorities to jail her. She was under house arrest by 
juvenile court at the time. But there was no room 
in the county juvenile center, so the family re- 
turned home. 
"I believe the system failed me and my family," 
Morrison said. 
His daughter's deep depression led the family to 
seek help from local doctors, medical clinics and 
psychiatrists in the weeks leading up to the shoot- 
ing. 
"We tried, your honor, we tried to get her help," 
Morrison said, his voice breaking with emotion as 
he spoke in a courtroom packed with family and 
media. 
Renee told the judge in a wavering voice that she 
will regret for the rest of her life what happened 
that night. She apologized for the pain she caused 
family members. 
"I just want to say that I'm sorry for everybody 
involved that all this happened," she said. "I hurt 
the people who loved me." 
GORDY 
Continued from page one. 
Aside from his life as a coun- 
cilman, Heminger plays a vital 
role in his fraternity. 
He enjoys being the president 
and a member of Alpha Sigma 
Phi  because  people  are  made 
aware ol tne good things frater- 
nities do around campus and the 
Bowling Green community. His 
fraternity donates 1000 hours of 
community service every semes- 
ter. 
Two people Heminger admires 
are John and Robert  Kennedy 
because they were committed to 
helping the less fortunate, even 
though they had money. 
"They lost their lives because 
they took a stand to show care 
and support for others," He- 
minger said. 
HAPPY I IIA.MvSC.I VI \«. I ROM HIE KG MWS 
history and culture by collecting 
evidence of the black experience. 
In 1993, a man was arrested 
and accused of plotting to bomb 
the museum on Martin Luther 
King Day. 
Prosecutors said Phillip Pum- 
mell, 29, of Jamestown, was ar- 
rested after he gave an under- 
cover agent a motorcycle as par- 
tial payment to carry out the 
bombing. Pummel! was sen- 
tenced to two years In prison. 
The museum is located on the 
old campus of Wilberforce Uni- 





The Associated Press  
WILMINGTON, Ohio - One of 
two brothers charged in a shoo- 
tout with police that was cap- 
tured on videotape wrote about 
the Feb. 15 gunplay in a hand- 
written letter to his wife, a news- 
paper reported Thursday. 
The undated contents of Che- 
vie Kehoe's letter refer to his 
brother as his "battle partner" 
and said "I guess we made 
national news, that must mean 
we're pretty bad," the Wilming- 
ton News-Journal reported. 
Kehoe, 24, and his brother, 
Cheyne Kehoe, 21, are in jail 
awaiting separate trials in Clin- 
ton County Common Pleas Court 
on charges they shot at police 
officers on two occasions Feb. 15 
near Wilmington. The first en- 
counter that day, with a State 
Highway  Patrol trooper and a 
I sheriff's deputy, were taped by a 
videocamera   in   the   trooper's 
' cruiser and broadcast nationally. 
The letter was handwritten on 
seven small pieces of paper 
signed Chevie Kehoe and ad- 
dressed to Karena. Kehoe's wife 
is Karena Gumra. 
The letter Is among evidence 
Clinton County prosecutors have 
filed with the court to prepare 
for Kehoe's Dec. 8 trial on char- 
ges Including attempted murder 
of a police officer, felonious as- 
sault and carrying a concealed 
weapon. Cheyne Kehoe's trial on 
similar charges is set for Jan. 5. 
The officers were not woun- 
ded. 
"Cheyne is now a man In my 
eyes and I owe my freedom to his 
■brave heart.' If he hadn't acted 
when and how he did, I could of 
been looking through bars for a 
long time," the letter said. 
Fearing the letter would fall 
into the wrong hands, the writer 
" closed with a message to the au- 
thorities: "there will always be 
those who hate the enslaving 
powers you confine them with 
and will 'forever and always' 
seek to destroy you and yours." 
Jerry McHenry, the assistant 
state public defender for Chevie 
Kehoe, declined to comment on 
the letter Thursday but said the 
defense may try to keep the let- 
ter out of trial evidence. 
He would not say if he believes 
Kehoe if the pages are authentic. 
T1,     r„„«« CU«     140 S. RIVER ROAD 
The Canoe Shop   WATERVILLE, OH 
UM WfM 15 minutes North of BGSU 
*^7A^ l^^ Rt- 64 to Waterville 
Black Swamp Outfitters 878-3700 
Adventure Gear 
• Camping • Canoeing 
• Backpacking • Hiking 
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Columbia postpones satellite release 
The Associated Press 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. -- One day into 
their flight, space shuttle Columbia's astro- 
nauts had to revamp their work schedule 
Thursday and put off the release of a sun- 
watching satellite because of spacecraft 
problems 1 million miles away. 
NASA ordered the crew to wait until Fri- 
day before setting loose the Spartan satellite 
for two days of flight. The satellite should 
have been dropped overboard Thursday, but 
voltage problems with another solar obser- 
vatory, called Soho, forced a postponement. 
Soho shut itself down just hours before 
Columbia blasted off Wednesday. The Spar- 
tan satellite aboard the shuttle was supposed 
to observe the sun at the same time as Soho 
so scientists could compare measurements. 
Ground controllers expect to have the 
2-year-old Soho back in business by Friday. 
It is nearly 1 million miles from Earth and 92 
million miles from the sun, a point where the 
gravitational pulls of Earth and the sun can- 
cel each other. 
Like Soho, Spartan will observe the layer 
of ionized gas surrounding the sun called the 
corona as well as the charged particles 
streaming into space from the sun. 
Once its two days of solar study are over, 
Spartan will be retrieved by the crew for the 
trip home on Dec. 5. 
Columbia's six astronauts spent Thursday 
watching over science experiments and oth- 
erwise pretty much biding their time. Most 
of  the  research   is  being   conducted   by 
iground controllers via remote control, the i 
way it will be done on NASA's future space 
station. 
Ukrainian astronaut Leonid Kadenyuk 
had, by far, the most interesting job of the 
day - tending to mustard plants and pollinat- 
ing them if they had enough flowers, using 
bee body parts. 
Kadenyuk has 36 toothpicks with bee thor- 
axes stuck on one end to do the job, tedious 
even for a gardener like himself. 
Besides 18 mature mustard plants and as 
many as 162 mustard seeds, some of which 
should flower by mission's end, Columbia is 
flying soybean seeds and moss. It's all part 
of a U.S.-Ukrainian experiment Intended to 
shed more light on what kinds of plants 
might be grown for food on a trip to Mars. 
Did you make 
this one? 
no.» 
Owner of Firestone 
dealership testifies 
The Associated Press 
DENVER ~ Terry Nichols' Jur- 
ors today watched the videotaped 
testimony of a Kansas busi- 
nessman who sold Timothy 
McVeigh his getaway car five 
days before the Oklahoma City 
bombing. 
Thomas Manning, owner of a 
Firestone dealership in Junction 
City, Kan., said McVeigh left his 
shop for 10 to IS minutes during 
14      the transaction. 
Prosecutors have said 
McVeigh used the time to call a 
Ryder rental agency in Junction 
City, where the truck used in the 
April 19, 1995, bombing was 
rented the next day. 
Manning said McVeigh arrived 
at the store in a 1983 Pontiac 
station wagon needing about $500 
in repairs. McVeigh opted to 
purchase Manning's 1977 Mer- 
cury Marquis for $300. 
Prosecutors have said 
McVeigh left his getaway car In 
Oklahoma City the weekend be- 
fore the bombing, with a hand- 
made sign: "Please do not tow 
Needs batteries and cable. Will 
move by April 23rd." 
Defense attorneys have said 
McVeigh called Nichols on April 
16, 1995, saying his car had 
broken down and he needed a 
ride from Oklahoma City to Kan- 
sas. They say McVeigh also had a 
television set to deliver to Ni- 
chols. 
Prosecutors contend McVeigh 
called Nichols from Herington, 
Kan., just blocks from Nichols' 
home, and the two ferried the 
getaway car to Oklahoma City. 
Manning's testimony was 
videotaped because he has had a 
heart attack and felt going to 
court would be too stressful. 
On Wednesday, jurors got a 
glimpse of another side of Ni- 
chols: devoted father, successful 
businessman and practical joker. 
For the first time, they also saw 
him cry. 
Nichols' former wife, Lana Pa- 
dilla, testified that few people 
really knew the man she was 
married to for eight years. 
"Terry liked to joke and tease. 
It was 'free fun' to be a practical 
joker," she said. 
She challenged reports that 
Nichols was a loser as a busi- 
nessman - bouncing around as a 
soldier, itinerant farmer and gun 
dealer before deciding to enter 
the military surplus business. 
Mrs. Padilla said Nichols once 
made a $70,000 profit on prop- 
erty he bought in Michigan. 
Nichols, who has maintained a 
stoic stare through gruesome 
testimony about the bombing 
that left 168 dead, began to cry 
when Mrs. Padilla told of a sealed 
letter he gave her five months 
before the April 1995 bombing. It 
explained how she should dis- 
tribute his belongings in the 





Allociatcd Pmi photo 
David Backscheider, of Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co., works on a 
row of power lines with another work crew Thursday in Cincin- 
nati. 
44pne? 
Board reprimands teacher forblood experiment 
The Associated Press 
WAKEMAN, Ohio - A fifth- 
grade teacher who conducted a 
science experiment in which stu- 
dents shared a needle to prick 
their fingers for blood will get a 
written reprimand and retake 
training about blood-borne 
diseases. 
Superintendent Dennis Bah- 
mer announced the disciplinary 
action against Donna Fraelich at 
last   night's   Western   Reserve 
Local Schools board meeting. 
Fraelich, a 20-year veteran 
teacher with the Huron County 
district, did not attend the meet- 
ing. 
Some parents said they were 
not sure the punishment was 
strong enough. 
"She really did take a risk with 
other people's kids," said Rick 
Bond, whose daughter partici- 
pated in the project. 
Nearly half of the 75 students 
from the three fifth-grade class- 
es at the Western Reserve 
Middle School in Collins shared a 
needle or touched the fresh blood 
during the experiment on Oct. 22. 
Students had the option of prick- 
ing their fingers with a needle, 
described as a solid straight pin, 
or using a slide with the teacher's 
blood. 
One needle was shared by the 
students, cleaned between each 
prick with alcohol and antibac- 
terial soap. Fraelich used a sec- 
ond needle. 
Health experts say the risk isl 
small that students would navel 
contracted HIV or hepatitis B,| 
but they advised students to be j 
tested. The school district is pay- 
ing for the tests, which cost $108 
per student. So far, 16 of the stu- 
dents have been tested, Bahmer 
said. 
The school district is also pro- 
viding group and individual 
counseling for concerned stu- 
dents. 
PARADE 
Continued from page one. 
a Santa and there will be other 
opportunities to see him 
throughout the season." 
Samuel Johnson, Bowling 
Green police deputy chief, said 
the department Is preparing for 
the crowd. He said they will as- 
sist in traffic control. 
"We have at least a dozen offi- 
cers to help with the parade," 
Johnson said. "Main Street will 
be completely closed off. The 
parade will proceed downtown 
and go as far as Dixie Road." 
i     In past years, no major prob- 
lems occurred, but if something 
does happen, they are prepared, 
according to Johnson. 
"We have done it for many 
years and there's never really 
been a problem," he said. "Usua- 
lly we have some drivers who try 
to go around the (barricades) and 
think they can get through." 
Johnson said tonight the city 
will have the annual Christmas 
tree lighting in front of the li- 
brary. 
"This kind of kicks off the fes- 
tivities for the weekend," he said. 
A Gift They'll Treasure... 
For Keeps 
• Exclusive Design 
• 100% Cotton 
• Size: 50"x65" 
• Made In U.S.A. 
ONLY 
$5995 
Sure to become a 
treasured heirloom! 
Campus Organizations- Inquire about a unique 
fundraising opportunity with this exclusive product! 
"^ FOR KEEPS 
144 S. MAIN ST. • BOWLING GREEN 
(419) 353-2232 
HOURS: M-SAT 9-9; SUN 12-5 
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Alpha Phi Congratulates our 
Fall 1997 New  Initiates 
Stephanie Ball Jennifer Pavlik 
Jamie Brumbaugh Christy Petroff 
Erika Daggett Heather Phipps 
Jenny DeChant Heather Pitchford 
Kara Greasier Shannon Riday 
Tommi Gruhn Nellie Bobbins 
Sarah Hamlin Sam Rudinger 
Ali Hays Jennifer Sellers 
Heather Hemple Brandy Stacy 
Emily Hofelich Shari Strmac 
Nici Martin Ginger Sturgeon 
Kelly Modlinski Susan VonDeylen 
Brooke Mohajer Kelly Winkle 
Kim McHenry fcf^S) 
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Let' s get it on 
BG soccer begins its third consecutive NCAA Tournament Saturday 
Q Across the field is 
Marquette, playing in its 
first NCAA Tournament. 
By JIM TOCCO 
The BG News  
Marquette University is on 
new ground. The successful soc- 
cer program has been knocking 
on the door for the past few 
years, but this year marks its 
first NCAA Tournament appear- 
ance. 
For BG, it's a case of been 
there, done that. 
But when the two teams meet 
Saturday at 1 pjn. for the first 
round of the 1997 NCAA Soccer 
Tournament, they will be on 
ground Marquette is all too fa- 
miliar with - Valley Fields in 
Milwaukee. 
Last year, BG romped Detroit 
4-0 in the first round of the tour- 
nament and went on to the Sweet 
16. This will be the Falcons' third 
consecutive tournament appear- 
ance. The Golden Eagles, on the 
other hand, are still exalting in 
their first tournament bid and 
the opportunity to host the game. 
"It's simply unbelievable," 
said MU's Drew Watzka, a senior 
forward. "We deserved to be in 
this tournament. We did the work 
and beat the great teams and 
showed them we're one of those 
great teams. It's great Just to be 
in it." 
I "It's nice for the boys because 
I they've played a very tough 
schedule and got some good re- 
sults," said MU coach Steve Ad- 
lard. 
Marquette finished the season 
at 12-5-3, with a noticeably tough 
schedule. They posted consecu- 
tive victories over No. 3 Wash- 
ington and No. 11 Portland, but 
lost twice to St. Louis. One of the 
losses was in the Conference 
USA Tournament. Marqette was 
one of three teams in CUSA to 
earn an at-large bid. 
The Golden Eagles have played 
solid soccer, scoring 27 goals and 
giving up just 20, while hanging 
tough in seven overtime games. 
"They're a very well-rounded 
team," said BG coach Mel Mah- 
ler. "They're a bit stingy defen- 
sively. Steve Adlard's teams are 
typically very sound defensively. 
... (Assistant coach Wade Jean) 
said they're a mirror image of us 
in a lot of ways." 
Indeed they are, since Bov.'ing 
Green plays the same way defen- 
sively. BG has given up just 17 
goals. But having scored 55 
goals, the Falcons seem to have 
the superior offense. 
Marquette might be a hard 
team to shut down by neutraliz- 
ing one or two players, but Mah- 
ler points out that Watzka may be 
the go-to player. 
Watzka is back from a torn an- 
terior cruciate ligament that 
sidelined him most of last year. 
"Drew Watzka is  fairly  fit," 
Adlard said. "He has some skills 
in the attacking end. Drew is 
skillful and very quick." 
Sweeper Max Stoka is also a 
key. 
"Stoka is a wonderful player, 
Adlard said. "He organizes eve- 
rything very well." 
"We'll have to be careful of not 
just one, but two or three 
players," Mahler said. 
The Falcons know well the 
dangers of having their offense 
flow through  one  player.  Last 
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year against Indiana, IL"s Caleb 
Porter shut down All-American 
Steve Klein, thereby neutralizing 
the Falcons' offense. 
This year, the Falcons may be a 
bit harder to put the wraps on. 
They have spread the ball 
around, having 15 different 
players with a goal and 11 
players with two or more. 
Klein was one of the central 
components of the offense the 
last time BG and MU squared off. 
The Falcons beat Marquette 3-0 
at Mickey Cochrane Field in 
1995. 
Still, Adlard thinks BG's attack 
hasn't changed. 
"My sense is that they haven't 
changed their style much," he 
said. "They like to counter. 
They're very organized, and they 
sag off of you a little bit at times, 
and try to counter you, and when 
they do that, they do it pretty 
well." 
Milwaukee is likely to see snow 
showers Saturday, with a high of 
37, and an expected low of 21. 
Questions arose as to why the 
NCAA decided to hold the game 
in Milwaukee, farther north than 
the already-cold Bowling Green. 
Mahler said that the NCAA goes 
through a complex formula, 
which for some reason led to 
playing the game at Marquette. 
"We like our game field," Ad- 
lard said. "It's a lovely field, and 
I think it's a nice reward for the 
people In town to be able to come 
see it here." 
• See SOCCER, page eight. 
(Above) Marquette sweeper Max 
Stoka starts the Golden Eagle at- 
tack last year against Creighton. 
(Photo provided by MU sports in- 
formation) Nick Kolliniatis (be- 
low) boots it ahead against Ken- 
tucky in this year's MAC Tour- 
nament. (BG News Photo by Jim 
Tocco) 
Bowling Green Falcons vs. 
Marquette Golden Eagles 
Saturday, Nov. 22, 1 p.m. 
MU Valley Fields 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
$7 adults, $5 students 
Other ganMS this weekend: 
Butler al Indiana (1) 
Brown at St John's 
Southern Fla at Florida International (8) 
Santa Clara at UCLA (S) 
Stanford at Washington 
UNC Charlotte at Clemson 
Charleston Southern at S. Carolina (4) 
Rider at Southern Methodist (3) 
Boston u at Dartmouth 
SW Missouri St at St Louis 
Creighton (6) at Air Force 
William & Mary at American (7) 
Maryland at Rutgers 
Georgetown at Virginia Commonwealth 
Howard at Virginia (2) 
Scouting the opponent 
Marquette University Golden Eagles 
Colors: Blue and Gold 
Conference: Conference USA 
Record: 12-5-3 (6-2-0) 
Home Field: MU Valley Fields 
Players to watch: 
#1 — Jim Welch, GK, Jr. 
#2 — Max Stoka, D, Sr. 
#7 — Drew Watzka, F, Sr. 
#14 — Donny Mark, D, Fr. 
Comparing the coaches: 
Marquette: Steve Adlard (Loughborough U., England) 
Overall record: 122-102-22 
Record at Marquette: 69-45-13 
BG: Mel Mahler (High Point College) 
Overall record: 79-51-5 
Record at BG: 61-19-3 
Comparing the goalkeepers: 
Marquette: Jim Welch, Jr. —0.89 GAA (#14 in nation) 
BG: Scott Vallow, Jr. — 0.74 GAA (#9 in nation) 
TOBY'S PARTY OASIS 
STATE LIQUOR AGENCY . 
Party Supplies • Spirits \ 





1070 N. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN 
Meeting all your party needs 
rices I 
Let your future be with 
R.E. Management. 
Stop by for a complete 
apartment listing. 
Listen to WBGU 88.1 
HOCKEY: 
Friday, Nov. 21 at 6:40 p.m. 
BG vs. Michigan 
Saturday, Nov. 21 at 6:40 p 
BG vs. Michigan State 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL: 
Saturday, Nov. 22 at 1 p.m. 
PLUS: On The Line, Sat., 4 - 6:40 p.m. 




Saturday at 1:30 
Anderson Arena 
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU I.D. 




Two Lucky Students will be chosen to 
lake a shot at $5,000! 
Look for the Papa John's Banner at 
these games to sign up for your chance! 
I, \ I 
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With AT&T? Get AT&T Call Organizer: FREE 
One phone. One bill.Two roommates. No math. 
Live off campus? Get AT&T Call Organizer—FREE—just for being with AT&T. And we'll also give you 
10c a minute with AT&T Simple Rates* 
• AT&T CALL ORGANIZER: no more fights over the phone bill — use your personalized code before 
you dial, and we'll tally your bill by roommate (up to 12 people per bill). 
• 10c A MINUTE—AT&T Simple Rates—on long distance calls to anywhere in the U.S. from 7pm-7am 
weekdays and all weekend long; 25< a minute all other times. 
AT&T few*"!'* long distance subscribers is subject to txiwig Jv*«bil.l» and can't be comtwied w.m any other domestic savings 
■ !,Deso(ca!Konrt>urmi,n.MM.I(eciurn.iall force'. ,JC until 12/31/97 !• AT&T Si-io'e 
mroDrjd vt ••>» AT&T One Rate Plan 
Live off campus? Get I0< a minute and 
AT&T Call Organizer. FREE. 
Call    I -800-878-3872 
or    visit    www.att.com/college/np.html 
It's   all   within    your    reach. AT&T 
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Al'A   A1"A   AIA   AIA   Al'\   AIA   AIA   AIA   A PA 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Beth Koscho, Julie Arnold, and Sarah 
Wayne for being selected for University 
Ambassadors! Awesome Job! 
Al'A     \l'\    AIA    AIA    AIA    ATA 
Wolverines, Spartans visit BG 
AI\   \r\ 
CONGRATULATIONS NEW 
OX EXECUTIVE BOARD 
PRESIDENT - Scott Mohr 
VP INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS - Tom Hvizd 
0lfv 
VP RUSH - Todd Gagyi 
TREASURER - Chris Ripley 
SECRETARY - David Rice 
SOCIAL - Kevin Boswell 
HOUSE MANAGER - Mike Donhauer 
MARSHALL - Andrew Pence 
ALUMNI - Spencer Schaefer 
RISK MANAGER - Joe Stuart 
% 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Apartments Available 
Summer 98, Fall 98. Spring 97 
f • Heat included with rent • All New Appliances 
5 • Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnVUnfurn. 





For all your printing & copying needs. 
Right here on CAMPUS!.' 
* Free pick-up and delivery service 
* Full bindery services 
* Variety of paper colors and stocks 
* Handbooks, flyers, newsletters 
* Black and white transparencies 
* Full finishing capabilities 
Located: Park Avenue Warehouse 
Phone: 372-2216 
Clip & Save!!! 
Redeem this coupon and receive 
lU /C (Jjj   your next purchase!!! 
(Valid for purchases of $5.00 or more) 
Offer ends 1/1/98 
3 Michigan and Michi- 
gan State are long-time 
hockey rivals for the 
Falcons. 
Sy WILLIAM SANDERSON 
rhe SC News  
Two rivals !'rom the north are 
on their way for a visit to Bowl- 
ing Green this weekend. Histori- 
cally, these rivals have not made 
for the most cordial of guests. 
The Falcon lockey team is 
coking at a un-iilleu weekend 
with games against Michigan and 
Michigan State. 
The fact of the matter is :hat 
the young Falcons are in the 
miost of a "hree-game losing 
streak and have ;in ugly record oi 
2-8-1 and are 1-J-l in Central Col- 
.egiate Hockey Association play. 
BG is >ne point ahead of Alaska- 
Fairbanks and .ast place. 
By contrast. Michigan owns a 
record » "->-., 4-2-1 in the 
CCHA. The Wolverines stand in a 
tie for third place. At 9-1-2. 
m he CCHA. Michigan State 
stands in secorn ;ame 
behina Northern Michigan. 
Despite "he differences be- 
tween he Wolverines' and BG's 
records. Michigan coach Red 
Berenson sounded worried. 
"I expect it will be anyone's 
game." Berenson uuu 'Every 
game we've played has been a 
close game right to the end.' 
MicniRan -itate is currently 
ranked third n the nation by 
most polls. 
The Spartans are coached by 
former BG coach Ron Mason. 
Mason had the most wins in the 
history of NCAA hockey. 
BG coach Buddy Powers ex- 
pects the Spartans to play strong 
defensively. 
"They're    going    to   play   a 
• WHAT: 
Falcon hockey vs. Michi- 
gan and Michigan State 
• WHEN: 
Fnday, 7 p.m. 
Saturday, 7 p.m. 
• WHERE: 
BGSU Ice Arena 
• RADIO: 
WBGU-FM 88.1 
with Ulka ftypl and Mm Tocco. Fri. 
and Rypai Kid Dan DmNMmla. Sal. 
patient game against us," Powers 
saio. They want to counterat- 
tack and do things off the 
counter. Our defense is going to 
have to be very careful about 
their positioning." 
The Spartans are led in goal by 
senior Chad Alban. Sean Berens 
and Mike York provide much of 
1SU offense. The defense is 
shored up by Tyler Hariton. 
Michigan State is going to 
play a patient, defensive game, 
Mi cm Ran :s 'ixpectcd to open up 
-he offense. 
"Their style isn't going to 
change at all," Powers said.. 
•They're going to turn the puck 
up ice. They attack and if they 
give up shots they expect Turco 
to be there for them." 
Michigan entered the season 
much like Bowling Green had, 
with a large crop of freshmen. 
Both teams lost several talented 
nayers and have 10 freshmen as 
replacements. The difference is 
Michigan has been winning right 
from the start. 
Two reasons for he success 
are goaltender Marty Turco and 
forward Bill Muckalt. 
ce Muckalt out there in all 
types of situations." Powers said. 
"He's a horse. They got to ride 
aim. 
The last few years have seen 
some  very hard-fought  games, 
BG Nvwf Photo by Jeremy Martin 
Ryan Murphy and the rest of the freshmen are waiting for their first 
crack at Michigan and Michigan State. 
particularly between the Falcons 
and Michigan. Although Bowling 
Green is a much different team 
than they were a year ago, the in- 
tensity is still there. 
"It's always exciting to play 
the big-time schools," forward 
Zach Ham said. "It's something 
to look forward to and it's some- 
thing we need to overcome." 
The freshmen have heard the 
tales and now they will look to 
take their turn. 
"We heard a lot of good stuff 
about Michigan and Michigan 
State," freshman Ryan Murphy 
said. "We want to prove our- 
selves and see how we can do 
against these teams." 
SOCCER 
Continued from page • u. 
'We Jon- nincl playing >n the 
road," Mahler said. "We've 
played there so much this year." 
The Falcons are 0-5 lifetime n 
Tournament road games. 
So it's time to tussle. A win 
would iring BG back to the 
Sweet 16 round,  he farthest BG 
soccer has ever gone. 
■ope it's a great, game," Ad- 
lard said. "We're looking forward 
to it. We know Bowling Green is a 
very fine team, and we're glad to 
have the opportunity to host 
them. It's just a great situation 
for everybody." 
Comparing the polls 
BG ranks second in the Great 
Lakes Region, while Marquette 
ranks third. In the latest National 
Soccer Coaches Association of 
America poll, BG ranks' 16th, one 
slot higher than the same time 
last year. Marquette earned the 
23rd slot. 
In Jeff Sagarin's Power rank- 
ings, BG comes out at 13th in the 
nation, while Marquette is 30th. 
Strang named to SA team 
Soccer America named senior 
back Brett Strang to its "Soccer 
team of the Week" this week. 
Strang, also the BG News Fal- 
con Athlete of the Week, scored 
the winning goal in BG's play- 
in win against Colgate. 
Village Green Apartments 
2 blocks from Campus 
?HOVJ Leasing 
Tail 98 & Spring 99 
One & Two Bedrooms furnishedandUnjurnished 
>r 2 bedroom summer only limited available 
480 Lehman 35I-.1533 
Alpha Gamma Delta Presents 
their 97/98 Executive Council 
President 
V.P. Member Development 
holaiship 
V.P. Recruitment 
V P. Finance 
V.P. Operations 











We look forward to a Great Yearl 
Kappa Delta «j 
White Rose Formal ,» 
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD. 
Your Uncle Sam. Every 
year Army ROTC awards 
scholarships to hundreds of 
talented students. If you 
qualify, these merit-based 
scholarships can help you 
pay tuinon and educational 
fees. They even pay a :lat rate 
for textbooks ana supplies. 
You can also receive an allow 
ance of up to $ 1500 each school 
year the schoiarsnip .s n 
effect. Find out today :( 
you qualify 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
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COURT DATE: SAT. NOV. 22.1997 
7:30 PM ASA HOUSE 
• 
I I 
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Falcons face tough Titan team 
□ Detroit made last 
year's NCAA Tourna- 
ment. 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News  
The Detroit women's basket- 
ball team has been to the prom- 
ised land. The Titans, who visit 
Bowling Green Saturday, are just 
months removed from a trip to 
the NCAA Tournament. 
But that's in the past. The only 
thing that matters in the present 
is that Detroit is invading Ander- 
son Arena, and the Falcons have 
no intentions of being gracious 
hosts. 
"We want to get off to a good 
start," said BG coach Jaci Clark. 
"It's important that we protect 
our home court and set that stan- 
dard or that stage right away. I 
think that's why it's important. It 
sets the tone for the whole year." 
The Titans, 1-1 through their 
first two games, are coming off a 
23-7 season. They claimed both 
the regular-season and tourna- 
ment titles in the Midwestern 
Collegiate Conference en route to 
the first NCAA berth in school 
history. 
Detroit is led by the senior 
guard tandem of Jocelyn Boyd 
and Jeanie Hill, along with a pair 
of centers standing 6-foot or tal- 
ler. Hill is the team's top return- 
ing scorer at 12.1 points per 
game, while Boyd also averaged 
double digits in points and was 
Full name 
Brian Christopher Gllbkowski 













Medically redshirted In 1995, is the only active 
player to play on the 1993 team. ... NSCAA Ail- 
American in high school (1990-92). 
Will it be hard to adapt to the Wisconsin weather? 
The weather Is similar there. It may be windier, but 
we're weather-proven warriors 
How optimistic are you about the NCAA tourney? 
Very. I've been here five years, and I feel the best 
about our chances (his year. 
Who is your favorite professional athlete? 
Michael Jordan 
Do you think Major League Soccer will ever get 
the noariety of baseball, etc.? 
It has the potential. I'll give it a 50-50 chance. 
named MCC Tournament MVP. 
Clark said the Falcons will be 
looking to keep Boyd and Hill on 
the perimeter. 
"They've got a couple guards 
that are very good at penetra- 
tion," Clark said. "We're going to 
have to keep them out of the 
middle of the floor and try to 
contain (them)." 
BG's starting center, 6-foot 
Jacki Raterman, will be asked to 
match up against Detroit's twin 
towers, 6-foot Stephanie Gray 
and 6-3 Crystal Thorne. 
Raterman has been impressive 
in three games thus far, playing 
vital roles In two exhibitions be- 
fore scoring a career-high 20 
points in BG's season opening 
victory at Youngstown State. 
"She definitely has given us 
another legitimate threat 
offensively," Clark said. 
The Falcons will go with the 
usual starting lineup of Rater- 
man, sophomores Jaymee Wap- 
pes and Sherry Kahle, and All- 
MAC seniors Sara Puthoff and 
Charlotta Jones. 
Wappes played only 19 minutes 
against YSU, as junior Jenifer 
Gafford came off the bench to 
spell her at the point guard posi- 
tion. Gafford was on the floor for 
24 minutes, scoring six and dish- 
ing out three assists. 
"Jenifer was playing well," 
Clark said. "She was doing what 
we needed at the time - handling 
• WHAT: 
Falcon women's basket- 
ball vs. Detroit 
• WHEN: 





with Brad 0—6a and Michael Leonard 
the pressure, bringing the bal 
up, distributing it real well. She 
got to the basket, she did that 
real well. I feel very comfortable 
with both Jenifer and Jaymee's 
abilities- 
Clark noted, however, that 
Wappes is in no danger of losing 
her job. 
"My starters are still there," 
Clark said. 
Puthoff continues ascent 
Puihoff, named to the All-MAC 
team a year ago, scored 25 points 
against the Penguins to slide into 
eighth place on BG's all-time 
scoring cha has tallied 
1,231 points in her Falcon tenure, 
averaging 14.8 p. 
Puthoff ni two points 
to pass Michelle Snai 
enth place. Talita Scott would be ' 
the next target, 202 points away. BG New« Phwo by Jeremy 
Jackie Motycka tops the list with jaymee Wappes spent a good deal of lasl Friday*! game on th 
against Youngstown Slate, but will maintain her starling spot. 2,122 career points. 
Martin 
bench 
Swim teomsfoce Cleveland State Saturday 
□ Coach Randy Julian 
thinks the matches are 
very important. 
By MICHAEL LEONARD 
The BG News 
For the Falcon swim teams, 
this weekend Is huge. 
The Bowling Green swim 
teams will take on Cleveland 
State this Saturday at Cooper 
Pool. Meet time Is scheduled for 
1 p.m. 
Falcon coach Randy Julian said 
that this meet may determine 
whether the Falcons are a "good 
team" or not. Julian said that his 
team   will   concentrate   on   the 
little things against the Vikings. 
"I think what you do on 
deck, your preparation for the 
event, also determines how good 
of a team you are," Julian 
"We're going to ' 
things.   We're   going   to   really 
judge our women more on what 
they do outside the poo] than how 
they handle t.v 
On the women's side, the Vik- 
ings are a talented, but small 
team. The Falcons will look to 
take advantage of their depth 
against the Vikings 
The Viking men, how 
a  powerful  squ upset 
Toledo and handed the Falcons a 
major defeat at CSU Natatorium 
last season. 
"I think they're a surpi 
team," Julian said. "They caught 
a lot of people off-guard in the 
second semester of last year." 
Senior captain Tom Stoltz will 
be pushed to the limit in the dis- 
tance swims. CSU's distance 
swimmers are believed to be the 
strength of their men's team. BG 
will also need an excellent swim 
out of sophomore breaststroker 
Matt Johnsen. 
Julian says that relay events 
will be crucial In the outcome of 
the men's meet. 
"We have to take them out in 
the relays," Julian said. "I think 
we're feeling pretty darn good 
about our relays and it's going to 
be a real effort to knock i 
suckers out." 
The Falcons will once again N 
• WHAT: 
Falcon men's and 
women's swimming vs. 
Cleveland State 
• WHEN: 
Saturday, 1 p.m. 
• WHERE: 
Cooper Pool 
facing a longer meet format, 
meaning that BG will be swim- 
ming the stroke events at 200 
yards Instead of 10C yards. This 
puts the Falcons at a slight dis- 
advantage because many of the 
stroke swimmers (Johnsen, 
Nancy Simpson, Bethany Budde) 
rm better at the sprint dis- 
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If you ordered any Homecoming 
'97 Merchandise, it is in!! 
Pick it up in the Student 
Activities Office, 330 University 
Union, between 8:00 AM & 5:00 
PM, Monday thru Friday. 








\      7:00       / 
At the BGSU Ice arena 
STUDENTS - DON'T 
FORGET 
There is a student ticket pick - up for 
both of these games. Get your tickets 
at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office as soon as possible 
At the BGSU Ice arena 
coOiX■^coo.^>>^oooo«oo«ococoococ^ 
HI EM'S BASKETBALL 







Help the Falcons begin another 
exciting season! 
Students Admitted FREE With 
Valid BGSU ID. 
i I v * 




"Quote of the Day" 
Jumbo Popcorn 
•There is no proper way to kill and cook these beautiful birds," Fiona Apple says in protest to Butterball's turkey talk line. "Millions of people are learning 
that a vegetarian diet is the healthy choice for themselves, the earth and the animals." 





A time for thanks 
It's that time of year again: 
the time to load up on all- 
important carbohydrates, the 
time to reflect on our general 
thankfulness and the time to 
get in passive-aggressive 
fights with your family at the 
kitchen table. 
Yes, the holiday that is 
spoken of is Thanksgiving, an 
important holiday not be- 
cause of what it represents, 
but mostly of its time in the 
year. Think about it. Would it 
be as meaningful if you and 
your family piled into the 
Chevy Cavalier, drove 500 
miles to your cousin's house 
in Baltimore, sucked down 
turkey and heard your aunt's 
rantings about the govern- 
ment in, say, March? 
No, it's important because 
it's the end of November, and 
Thanksgiving is basically a 
bookend between the de- 
monic rantings of Halloween 
and the love-your-brother 
vibe of Christmas. If s a nice 
holiday, right? 
Whatever. The people who 
believe Thanksgiving is a 
harmless, fluffy holiday 
obviously do not have fami- 
lies. 
There's Mom, standing 
bleary-eyed in the kitchen, 
with a virtual army of rela- 
tives that should have some 
culinary expertise, but don't. 
There's Dad, who does us all 
a favor for once and leaves 
Mom alone in the kitchen. 
But, then, he's too busy 
explaining to us what exactly 
are the outdated cartoon 
balloons on the Macy's 
parade. 
And for the majority of us 
who are college students, 
there are numerous 
quandries. Examples are 
explaining to your family how 





When looking at the ability of 
many other colleges to draw 
"big name" concert performers, 
the University's appeal seems as 
flat as the land it sits on. 
In an attempt to better last 
year's less-than-spectacular 
showing of the Violent Femmes, 
the biggest college band of 10 
years ago, the University 
Activities Organization has put 
out its annual student survey. 
Listing 15 acts in all, including 
one space for write-in votes, the 
survey featured artists such as 
the Barenaked Ladies, Blues 
Traveler, Indigo Girls and the 
sure-fire crowd-pleaser Puff 
Daddy. The object was to get the 
students' top five choices and 
then choose the best possible 
performers. 
The results are in. 
The good news is that over 
400 students turned in surveys. 
The bad news is that students 
will have to wait until February 
to hear the results. 
According to UAO entertain- 
ment director Jacki Kenny, there 
are two main resons for the wait. 
First, the UAO wants to be 
certain the artist is coming 
before announcing who won the 
survey. Secondly, the UAO 
wants to avoid a mad rush of 
angered Gin Blossoms fans who 
possibly voted over 100 times 
for the band, for example. 
Popular write-in votes where 
for the Dave Matthews Band, the 
Wu-Tang Clan and Third Eye 
Blind. A Violent Femmes come- 
back tour will not occur, as they 
received no votes. 
The concert will likely fall on 
"Little Sibs" weekend at the 
University, which roughly 
translates to April 3rd or April 
4th. 
The act that rocks Anderson 
Arena will ultimately be chosen 
by UAO. Deciding factors will 
include the performers' availabil- 
ity and their appearance fees. 
Kenny said most of the per- 
formers ask for roughly $20,000 
to $30,000, with the Indigo Girls 
asking $50 thousand. Also, some 
bands will not perform at college 
Associated Press 
Pieces of Eight will appear on 
the Louise F. Rees Memorial 
Concert of the 1997-98 Festival 
Series at Bowling Green State 
University, at 8 p.m. Wednsday, 
Dec. 3 in Kobacker 1 lall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The St. Louis-based vocal octet 
is known for creating a kaleido- 
scope of sound with razor sharp 
vocals with a repertoire of 
contemporary and classically 
influenced songs. Pieces of 
Eight, an a cappella group, has 
performed nationwide, with 
appearances at New York City's 
Lincoln Center, Birdland and 
Museum of Modem Art, as well 
as NBC's "The Today Show." 
Comprised of Debby Lennon, 
Cathy Miller, Jan Marra, Wendy 
Whitby, Tom O'Brien, Ray 
Sherrock, Joshua Vorvick and 
Collie Collie, the group is 
currently in residence at the St. 
Louis Community College in 
Forest Park, MO. 
venues and if they have just 
released a new album, cost will be 
higher. 
Music possibilities for 
the spring concert 
• Barenatwd Ladtoa 
• Bluaa Travalar 
• Fugaaa 
• Gin Bloaaoma 
•hdkjoQlrla 
• LLCoolJ 
• Matchbox 20 
• Mtgnty Mtghty BosatonM 
•RuatadRoot 
•Puff Daddy 
• Shewn Cotvln (eolo) 
•VarvaPlpa 
• Toad tha Wet Sprockat 
• Tracy Chapman 
• Watmowar* 
Pieces of Eight to perform 
on campus in December 
Anastasia 
Princess Anastasia, voiced by Meg Ryan, is reunited with her grandmother in 
"Anastasia, which opens in theaters today. 
The a caappella group. Pieces of 8, will be performing at BGSU in Kobacker Hall, 
Wednesday'Dec.'. 
All of the music performed by 
Pieces of Eight has been written 
or arranged for the ensemble by 
Charles Mead, its artistic director 
and founder. Combining classi- 
cal music influences with the 
sounds of jazz, pop, rock, gospel. 
Reggae, doo-wop, Cajun and 
soul, the group remains commit- 
ted to the celebration of music 
and musical styles from various 
ethnic cultures. 
In addition to performing for 
adult audiences. Pieces of Eight 
sings repertoire specifically 
developed for young audiences 
and is very active in performing 
for students at public schools 
throughout the Midwest. 
The concert will be the 
culmination of a three-day 
residency from Dec. 1-3 by the 
ensemble at the University. In 
addition the workshop at the 
College of Musical Arts, the group 
will present programs at Crim 
and Kenwood elementary schools 
and at Bowling Green junior high 
and high schools. 
The Festival Series Forum, a 
free pre-concert discussion about 
the artists and the works to be 
performed, will be presented by 
Paul Hunt, a member of Bowling 
Green' s College of Musical Arts 
faculty, at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Tickets for Pieces of Eight are 
$32, $25 and $16. Tickets can be 
ordered by calling the Moore 
Musical Arts Center Box Office at 




Non-fiction hurts Pulp 
Fiction writer/director 
Quentin Tarantino is 
facing a $5 million lawsuit 
after allegedly punching a 
Hollywood movie pro- 
ducer. Don Murphy 
helped produce Natural 
Born Killers, a movie 
based on a Tarantino 
script. He claims he has 
been unable to work for 
the past month due to the 
pain suffered. 
Stone has good Instinct 
Sharon Stone has agreed to 
make a follow-up to "Basic 
Instinct." Stone shot to fame 
after her performance in the 
controversial thriller. She will 
receive $16 milion to reprise 
her role as author Catherine 
Tramell. 
Smith returns as MIB 
Will Smith will wear black 
another time, when he 
marries his girlfriend Jada 
Pinkett. The ID4 and MIB star 
announced his engagement 
to Pinkett, his girlflend of 
two years. Smith has a five- 
year-old son from his first 
marriage. 
Compiled from online sources. 
Top Ten 
Animated Movies 
1. The Lion King 
2. The Little Mermaid 
3. Aladdin 
4. Beauty and the Beast 
5. James and the Giant 
Peach 
6. The Nightmare before 
Chirstmas 
7. Transformers: The 
Movie 
8. Bambi 
9. An American Tail 
10. All Dogs go to Heaven 
Howard's Club H 
Mon-Sat 12-2:30 am ' 
210 N. Main Sun 5-2:30 am 352 9951 
Friday & Saturday 
FUZZY 
Band starts at 10p.m. 
Video Games • Electronic Darts 
Tight On Funds? 
Split it With a Friend 
FREE Turkey Club SuperMelt With the purchase of another SuperMelt 
T>» coupon amtt» iau *i m ctunsscsui » W«« •** 
Cnya»<M»p»*»»»*. T-wacn.—• «*•»• SXH 






Summer & Fall of 1998 
Houses and Apartments 
Brochures Are Available! 
319 E. Woostcr 33>-6553 
ATTENTION: 
Campus Organizations 
$$ Need to Raise Money $$ 
You Can Do It When You Have A Party!! 
►•   CONTACT 
* "Mr. Bojanglesf 
• Again" 
T    352-9780 
i. 
rV*- 
«    • 
Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing 
• utilities included 
• space available Immediatley 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• close to campus 
• on-site laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
for details on hassle-free living! 
354-2191 
893 South Main Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
For Elderly. Handicapped Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adult 
Transit ID. Card Required" 
•Available al Granl'i Adminiumor'i Office. 3544203 
Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information. 
v 
Children Ride Free" 
•4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult 
Chidren Mull RMfc in Child ReuiaiM Seau Provided 
W 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating 
Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
Restricted Houn oo Holidays 
Service Arc«: Bowling Green 
Please let dmer know how 
many penons will 
be rvding 
This service is financed in pan frosn 
an operating: auiUancc grain front 
, BG Ttai information is 
available in large print 
and audio tape fornat 
.sponreanesl 
I 
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STEAK HOUSE 
1/ 
161 South Main Street   Bowling Green - 352 2595 
\l  \      Al A      Al A      Al A      Al A      Al A      Al A     Al   \ 
Mpfia Qamma (Ddta 
Introduces Their 9jezi> Initiates 
Allison'Barry leather McLaren 
Jen Bartoszck. Jessie Meyer 
Carrie. Cheuvront Maggie S toll 
'Emily (Deninger 'Karin Taltey 
Tricia QoCd (Brooke Taylor 
94.egha.nn IQme Megan 'UanStee 
Julie %gzma Sarah Wayne 
Jin Massucci Leslie 'young 
\l \     AIA     AIA     Al A ATA     A A     A  A    A . 
FALL 1 998 Leasing 
Sign Up Now! 
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available 
• New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
• Columbia Court Apartments 
• East Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Mercer Manor Apartments 
• Ridge Manor Apartments 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 
GREENDRIAR, INC. 
052-0717 
GREENBRIAR, INC. Hours: 
224 E. Wooster                                  Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m. 
FRIDAY, NOV. 21 & 
SATURDAY, NOV. 22 
111 OLSCAMP 
8:00 P.M. & 11:00 P.M. 
ONLY $2,001! 
SPOKSORFin BY: QUESTIONS? CALL >72-7 !<>•»'. 
Indigo Girls perform in Ann Arbor 
JJ.Siegel 
BG Entertainer 
Amy Ray and Emily Saliers, 
the folk duo known as the 
Indigo Girls, brought their 
"Shaming of the sun" tour to 
the Hill Auditorium in Ann 
Arbor Nov. 14. 
Opening for the group was a 
female solo artist who prefers 
to be addressed by her first 
name, Sonya. This one-time 
lead singer for a group called 
Disappear Fear, plays music 
that resembles the acoustic folk 
rock style of the Indigo Girls. 
Playing both harmonica and 
guitar, Sonya proved to be as 
lyrically passionate and as 
potentially successful as the 
Indigo Girls. 
After Sonya's 45 minute set. 
the Indigo Girls 'ook the stage 
and opened with "Three Hits," 
the opening track on their album 
"Rites of Passage." After playing 
one of their older songs, the 
Indigo Girls began to perform 
many of the songs from their 
new album. 
Eight of the 12 new tracks from 
"Shaming of the Sun" were 
performed. Songs like "Shame 
on You" and "It's Alright" 
exhibited the groups diversity 
and progression over the years. 
Much of the new material 
spotlights electric guitars while 
the acoustic guitar backs it all 
up. Songs like "Don't Give That 
Girl a Gun" stayed true to much 
of the older material. 
Throughout the concert, the 
girls switched guitars between 
Nick Lindley 
BG Entertainer 
Buying a ticket these days to a 
sporting event or concert can be 
very expensive. Part of this is 
because of the rising salaries of 
athletes and entertainers, but 
most people don't realize the 
other part. 
This is the cost the ticket 
agency charges to produce the 
ticket. This is the cost that 
Ticketmaster, the only major 
ticket distribution company in 
the business, inflicts in its service 
charge. 
Ticketmaster was established 
in 1978 and economically took 
off in 1981 with its new CEO 
Fred Rosen. The company 
bought out the assets of its only 
major competitor, Ticketron, in 
1991, allowing TM the right to 
distribute tickets to 85 to 90 
percent of all major venues in the 
country. 
The reason for TM's success 
lies with its "exclusive con- 
tracts." These are contracts that 
TM has with most major venues 
and stadiums across the country. 
The contracts state that if an 
event is held in a venue that has 
an exclusive contract with TM, 
the events tickets must be 
distributed through TM. The 
company retains those contracts 
by giving a portion of their 
profits to the venue. 
By using these contracts, TM is 
able inflict any service charge it 
wants for distributing the tickets. 
The company takes advantage of 
this with their distribution of 
rock concert tickets. Rock 
concerts make up 55 percent of 
TM's tickets, and the service 
charges for these sometimes 
exceed ten dollars. 
The service charges have also 
been known to get as high as 50 
percent of the ticket's original 
face value. The company claims 
that "the service charge covers 
the costs of incurred by TM in 
developing a ticket sales net- 
work that can bring you tickets 
at local ticket outlets and 
through local charge by phone 
numbers in most of the country." 
If the service chaige is deter- 
mined by how much it costs to 
print a ticket and (prVer the costs 
of their network, then why aren't 
all service charges the same 
price? 
The reason is because TM 
charges as much as the company 
knows it can for certain events. 
If you think that TM only has a 
few of these contracts with 
venues, you are wrong. TM 
holds contracts with most major 
venues including Radio City 
Music Hall, the Rosemont 
Horizon, Madison Square 
Garden and The Meadowlands. 
In Ohio alone, TM has over 70 of 
these contracts with such venues 
as the Sports Arena and SeaGate 
Centre in Toledo and Blossom 
Music Center, Jacob's Field and 
Gund Arena in Cleveland. 
With all of the contracts that 
TM maintains, it makes it 
difficult for an entertainer to 
tour without using the company. 
The only major group of per- 
formers that have even at- 
tempted touring without using 
TM is the rock group Pearl Jam. 
The group started having 
problems with TM during their 
1994 tour. Pearl Jam wanted to 
keep its ticket prices below $20 
so that all fans, regardless of age 
or income, could see the band 
perform. 
When Pearl Jam went to Rosen 
at TM, the group stated that the 
band would charge $18 for a 
ticket if TM would impose a $2 
service charge. Rosen told the 
band, "Why would I only charge 
$2 when I have the opportunity 
to charge four to five times that 
amount?" 
Rosen and Pearl Jam finally 
agreed to a service charge of 
$3.25 if TM would contractually 
donate $1 to charity for every 
ticket sold. After the shows sold 
out, TM backed out on donating 
the money. The company also 
started raising the service charge 
without displaying it on the 
tickets. 
This made the price appear as 
$26. With Pearl Jam's $18 ticket, 
TM was able to pocket eight 
dollars on each ticket. 
The band found out about it 
and confronted Rosen. He 
simply stated to Pearl Jam, "If 
you guys are stupid enough not 
to make what you're worth, then 
I'm going to make what you're 
The BG News: Your News Authority! 
each song to constantly keep 
changing the sound of the show 
and to add variety. The next 
song would sound completely 
different from the one preceding 
it. To show their eclectic musical 
background, the Indigo Girls 
would switch from banjo to 
electric guitar to mandolin for 
each song. 
With the show being devoted 
much to the new rock driven 
songs, old favorites like "Least 
Complicated" and "Galileo" 
were still present. The songs 
performed only went as far back 
as the "Rites of passage" album, 
except for "Prince of Darkness" 
and "Closer to Fine" fiom their 
first album. By the middle of the 
show, Emily and Amy both 
performed solo. 
Emily played her piano ballad 
"Leeds" and soon after Amy 
played the heartbreaking 
"Romeo and Juliet." 
Toward the end of the concert, 
the Indigo Girls caused a frenzy 
in the audience with their song 
"Scooter Boys." This song about 
the slaughter of Indians and 
innocent civilizations became an 
epic electric guitar driven 
spectacle. 
For their encore. The Indigo 
Girls performed "Hey Kind 
Friend" and the sing along 
anthem "Closer to fine." With 
Sonya playing along and the 
entire audience on their feet, the 
show ended with a sense of 
inspiration and fulfillment. 
The Indigo Girls will be in 
Ohio on Dec. 1 at the Palace 
Auditorium in Columbus. 
Ticketmaster monopoly 
keeps hold on Pearl Jam 
Pearl Jam has been one of the only major bands to attempt to boycott 
Ticketmaster, who owns a monopoly in the ticket sales business. 
worth." 
After this incident, Pearl Jam 
decided to attempt touring 
without using TM. This meant 
that the band had to tour in non- 
TM venues which are either 
very small or outdoors in open 
fields. The band would be in 
charge of security, setting up the 
stage, bathrooms and food 
concession stands. These are all 
jobs that TM would not take 
care of directly, but the venues 
with TM contracts would. 
The results of the tour were 
disastrous, causing Pearl Jam to 
cancel the tour after only five 
shows and costing the band 
over $3 million dollars. The 
band stated that "Ticketmaster's 
monopoly ensures that our only 
alternatives are unsafe, risky 
and financially more complex." 
Eddie Vecjder, lead singer of 
the band, stated after the tour, "I 
hate to think that's the wave of 
the future where corporate 
giants, some of them can't be 
toppled, I guess." 
Pearl Jam also stated that "TM 
is a monopoly that puts out of 
business performers who tries to 
put on concerts without involv- 
ing TM." This is how TM retains 
its monopoly and if s also the 
reason why no performer wants 
to stand up to the corporation. 
Vedder said, "We did get a lot 
of support from other bands, but 
most were scared to get into the 
ring." 
The band that backed Pearl 
Jam during the TM dispute are 
superstars such as Aerosmith, 
Garth Brooks and Neil Young. 
Pearl Jam has implied that they 





months, and why you now have 
a tattoo that reads "GARCIA 
LIVES" across your midsection. 
I   So why do we have to go 
through this ritual? Surely, it has 
its good points. Such as football, a 
few days off from school, family 
togetherness and stuffing your 
face with homemade food. 
The original Thanksgiving, like 
we all learned about six times in 
elementary school, was in 1621, 
where r> ks in funny 
hats, then called Pilgrims, 
celebrated a harvest with Indians, 
now called Native Americans, 
who helped them because the 
Pilgrims didn't know how to do a 
whole lot except wear big gold 
buckles and say "Thou" a lot. 
Sarah Joseph Hale, a maga- 
zine editor in the 1800s, started a 
vigorous letter-writing campaign. 
In 1863, Abraham Lincoln 
proclaimed that Thanksgiving 
would be the last Thursday in 
November. 
You don't get presents. You 
have to see your family. You 
have to eat turkey, the blandest 
and stupidest of all fowl. If 
Michigan wins the annual OSU- 
UM game, you have to listen to 
your stupid cousin brag. It's a 
pointless holiday. Of course, the 
government approves of it. 




t mm d\ and lrul\  in.islri I 
ftuilur   UK kong* rungc 11*< 
I hi' liuht-hcurtvd i«< Ihv 
iirol«iini(ll> insightful." 
Friday, November 21,1997 
8:00-9:30 pm 




Questions? Call 372-7164! 
/ 
4 
9-Ball Touf riament 
Friday, Nov. 21, 1997 
3:30pm in Campus Billia/ds Room 
$5 per person-Bursarafole 
J Prizes for* 
the top three winners 
Ov($40-$20-$10) 
* 
Sign up sheet available in 
UAO office (330 Union) 
from Nov. 14-21. 
Qatatloum      Call   372-71*4 
pirsva 
l~*~ ■ Mil' I*      -I 
t I* 
ii—rtnii - 
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The BG New. will not tnowmgly axcpt •d^miemenu 
thx ducnfnMUM.ar entounge di^nmirsttiort j«i.rm *ny 
individual or frouf oft UMbMit of race. >«.cola(,CNcd. 
religion. nation*, onf m. W.10I ancnuinn. dnatwlHy. 
tiaiM « a veteran, or on die bam. of any other legally 
proirxied itaiui 
TV BG Newt ret*r>» the right IO decline. diKontinue 
or revue any adaeniicmeni uich at thote found to be 
defamatory, lacking in factual bvn. mitleading or falte 
in nature All advcrlitemenii are uibjcct to editing and 
approval  
Isotope 217 
the unstable molecule 
(Thrill Jockey) 3.33 
Isotope 217 is jazz/funk 
musical oasis. Isotope is a side 
project of a Chicago musical 
collective called Tortoise (one of 
the most influential bands this 
century, believe me). 
It's quite obvious they are 
United Way Penny Drive 
Final CoiectlonDay 
Friday, Nov. 21 10-4 
let Floor Educ.Bldg. 
'OrganaaSons a Greeks" 
Remember to have a member 
drop or! your containers. 
H you coated a container. 
Make aura it it there tor the 
4:00pm'judgingl 
Sponaoiod 
by UniveriRy Ambassador! 
stepping away from Tortoise to 
create some sincere progressive 
and timeless jazz. With the help 
of some esteemed Chicago 
musicians. Isotope 217 becomes a 
six-piece group that takes root 
with the Tortoise trio's track, and 
is taken to places music hasn't 
seen in years with hom melodies 
and lively percussion. 
Funk is funk, one simply 
knows those bass lines when you 
hear them. Lately funk comes in 
its recycled hip-hop/techno 
form, the familiar Miles Davis or 
Parliament samples and such. I 
assume it's hard work to make 
funk into something fresh and 
exciting without changing its 
basic elements, but Isotope 217 
have certainly done so. With a 
minimum of electronic input (a 
few clicks and clacks fade in and 
out), Isotope takes the funk/free 
jazz thing into 1997. 
Songs like "Beneath the 
Undertow" are a little compli- 
cated for the musically illiterate to 
fully appreciate, but I swear it is 
irresistible. "The Unstable Mol- 
ecule" would imply something 
improvosational and risky, which 
is true. But actually the music on 
this record is quite easy to grab a 
hold of. 
Here's the clincher: the folks 
from Isotope 217 have appar- 
ently created the label New 
Beyond specifically to put out 
this type of jazz flavored stuff, as 
well as expand its audience to 
the diverse crowd that digs 
Tortoise. This Isotope 217 release 
may be "good stuff." But a whole 
catalog of this kind of jazz, given 
the standards that this side 
project has shown, could be a 
renaissaince. 
»BALL TOURNAMENT 
Friday. November 21st 
3:30pm 
Only S dollars ■ But suable' 
Pmeel Prlzesl Prizes! 
(40 lor 1st, *20 lor 2nd. $10 lor 3rd 
Sign up in the UAO oftioe (330 Union) 
sponsored by UAO 
Questions' call 372-7164 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
1997 HOMECOMNG MERCHANDISE IS Mill 
Pk» it up in the Student Activities Office 
330 University Union 
Between 8:00am and 5:00pm 
Monday thru Friday 
Questions? Call 372-7104 
Cinemark Theatres 
fl CINEMA 51°,. 
> 11234 N. Main St. 354-0588, 
Graduate Student Hockey Social 
Friday Nov. 21 & 8pm 
lee Arena Lounge 
Free Pizza and Pop 
As Graduate Students Welcome! 
We Hope to See You Therel 
Graduate Student Senate 
ATTENTION 
Creak. A Campue Organliatlone 
Remember to bring ALL of the 
pennies you have collected Io the 
1st Door Educ.Bldg. 
Frl. Nov. 21,10-4 
UnHed Way Penny Drive 
Spon. by: University Ambassadors 
ATTN: CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS" Need 
ill Call For Keeps 353-2232. ask tor Amy to 
inquire about an excellent tundraising opportu- 
21  
For those who attended an RA Information 
Session. RA applications are due by 5:00pm 
on Dec. 3rd. (No more applications will be giv- 
enout at this Pme.)  
Hungry? 
To commemorate Hunger Awareness Week 
join us tor the FREE Hunger Banquet 
Sunday. Nov. 23.5-7pm 
Kreischer Sundial. 8 o'clock dning room 
Please RSVP io the Honors office 2*504 
Anastasia (G) 
5:00 7:20 9:40 
I know What Vou Bid Last 
Summer (R) 
5:10   7:40   10:10 
The Little Mermaid* (G) 
5:20 7:30 9:30 
The Jackal (R) 
4:30   7:10   10:00 
The Rainmaker (PG-13) 
4:10   7:00   9:50 
THE FULL Wl.*"- 
Pri9-JOSatSiB4309-30    R 
Mrs. Brown "*»« 
Fri7^)0 SatSun2«07K»   « 
ALMM^WISHSf^JK 
MmNSHORTE   hmtedseating 
EX«y StuTirday 




• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported Crjars 
• Clove Cigarettes • Incense • Unique 
Candles • Tapestries • Stickers • Posters • 
SOD* Tees • Potcrrwork Pants • Hdir Glitter 
(gold & siKTT) & wide assortment of 
washable colors • Body Purifiers (100% 
guarantee) •leather ■ padded wool socks 
•Scented oils & lotions • 
445 E. Woostcr 
(At the railroad tracks) 
Mon-Sat 11:30-9 
Sunday 19-6   354-0176 
Need Extra Cash 
For The Holidays? 
Sell it fast in 
The BG News 
Classifieds! 
As low as $2.70 a day! 
FREE 
BG News Stress Ball 
when you place an ad in person 
at 204 West Hall 
(While supplies last) 
372-6977 
Interested in tunes and laughs? 
MkeRaybum 
Musician and Comedian 
Friday. November 21st 
S.vO-oaOpm 
KreiaOier Silver RrverCale 
FREEIII 
Sponsored by UAO 
Questions??? Cell 372-7184 
Needed: 4) Students to carry 
Hags m the BG Unit of the 
Booting Green Holiday Parade 
on Nov. 22. For more into. 
contact Jeff at Potnker9bgnel.bgsu.edu 
byNov 20th 
Breakfast wil be provided along with 
shuttle service to and from the parade site 
TRIAL AND ERROR 
The 2nd most outrageous trial of the 
century Staring kachaeJ Richards a Jeff 




Sponsored by UAO 
Questions?Call 372 7IS4 
LOST ft FOUND 
f CHOOSE ANY 2 
«♦• 7" 11tem Pizza     pr\R 
J» Huge Breadsticks r 
Green Smfl parrot Has centimental value. 
Reward. 353-5338 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FACULTY AND ADUINSTRATORS. Fairway 
Press is accepting dissertations, manuscripts, 
and daas notes tor publication Call fa sub- 
mission guidelines, and ask about our print on 
• demand services [41 gi 227-1818.  
OEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS 
Backpacks. Sleeping bags, hiking boots. 
Waterproot'breathable rainwear A akiwear 
tents. Rockckmbing. canoes, kayaks. 
Clinics and trips now avail able 




FREE Pregnancy Testa. 
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING 
354-4873 BG Pregnancy Corner 
PERSONALS 
• PI BETA PHI • PI BETA PHI' 
Hey Fi Phl'sl Get eidted tor the 
AH-Houae Retreat! There'll be fun 
and sisterhood! GO PI PHfS!!! 
• PI BETA PHI • PI BETA PHI ■ 
1111 Spring Break Cancun a Jamaica $37gi 
Book Early - Savel Get a group - Go Freel 
Panama City SI20I South Beach (Bars Close 
5am) $1201 sprlngbreaklravel.com 
1-800-878-6398 
1111 Soring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 8 
days I27SI Includes meals, free partiesl Get a 
group • Go Freel Prices increase soon - Save 
J5QlsprlriobreeKlravel.com 1-800878-6386 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
Hey. AXOFootbeJ Coachesi 
EncSrtuI and Josh Crochet. 
WeWveyouGuysl 
Thanks lor all of your hard won.'" 
5-1 lent too badlll 
Love, she AXO Foosbal Team 
ALPHACHIOMEGA 
Alpha PW ' Aberorcenbas a Hsoh 
Hey Jenmler Weasel- Great job 
on your promotion I You wil be 
great In Grand FtapMal 
We'll miss you I 
Alpha Phi • Abereromble * Fkeh 
ATTENTION 
Oreeka 4 Campue Oiganlaallena 
Remember ■ bring ALL of the 
pennies you have coeecsed Io 
the 1st floor EducBldg. 
Fn. Nov. 21.10-4 , 
UnMed Way Penny Drive 
Spon. by: University Ambaasadors 
$4.75; /•Small Sub Sowings , 
'• 4 Ivbzzarella Cheese Sticks/ 












NotVaM With Any Other Oner - Evma 123147/ r///////////////// 
FREE DELIVERY 
352-5166 










llolol'oani > .ii .ni.m Drawing lit In- lulil Saturday 
ai MMntf.hl! 
19 and Over Every Night 
ATTENTION BGSU! 
The Setting: November 1966...The Women of Delta C—imn flrai held 
Uielr fall Western date party, taking line men with them. 
Hop-ln-the-Hay Hull & Whip Me Hard Weeks 
Trail Trottln' Triaha & Hay Hoppln' Heath 
Crappln' Colby & Whlpplng'em Willy 
Moo Moo Mack & Jerkin Jamie 
Tallgatlng Tim & Crakln' em Open Carrie 
Hot-toTrot Hedrick & Don't No-Date 
Bootleggin' Bendlk & Buckln Bronco Bret 
Kinky Cowgirl Christine & Saddle SI am m In' Surprise 
Noese Posse & Crack of the whip Cox 
Frisky Fran & Cattle Rlddln' Cavalier 
Rope'em up Radical & Jump on it Jim 
Rough Rlddln' Rudd fir. Get Your Gun Gorman 
Down fit Dirty Digeronlmo & Wild West Wags 
Hoedown Hughes & Trottln' Thleman 
Hot to Trot Hamilton & Blazln' Hlalr 
Sharp Shootln' Schadek & Boot Scootin' Brian 
Dangerous DeStefisno & Two Timing Tun 
Kick 'em Kurtz & Ride 'em Rough Ryan 
1.11' Kim & Biggie Spahls 
Buck me off Brock & Loose Lasso Lesley 
Kuff him up Kohut & Bar Hoppln' Bryan 
Cooky Cowboy Cralg & Lasso Lovln Leigh 
Krazy Kowgirl Kimmel & Long Lasso Lashbrook 
The Mlggety Mlggety Mac Katie & The Mystery Man 
Buckln' Bronco Barbie & Fast Flrin' Falor 
Rough-riding Rubino & Krooked Kamel Kohut 
Dirty Dug Darla & Bang'em up Brent 
Llp-Lockln' Lorl fir. Glddey Up Gabriel 
Jailbird Jenn & Mobster Mike 
Down SL Dirty DePompel & Jumpin' Jack-ass Jacobs 
Frisky Franco & Hootin' and Hollerln Holly 
Cow-Tlppln' Clancy & It's Miller Time 
Easy Rldln' EUle fir Down and Dirty Dan 
C<iw-klckln' Korl Anne and her Marlboro Man 
Vicious Von Deylen & Nasty Nlese 
Glve-lt-up Gray & Big Guns Gus 
Buckln' Bronco Beverly fit Moonshine Matt O. 
Cattle Ropln' Cralg fit Buckln' Brewer 
Hoot-Scoot in' B. Bell & Bar-Brawlln' Brad 
Jessie Jennl & Cowboy Chris 
Rip 'em up Ronk fit Too Tough Tereee 
Dare Devil Deedy & Crazy Cowboy Chris 
All-around-the -town Amy & her sidekick Stu 
Knock Your Boots offNichole & Boot Scootin' Black 
Dirty Mouth Daaco y Nazario con 'el lasso 
Cap Shootln' Cara & Two Timing Todd 
Sharp Shootln' Shelton & Hell Raisin' Jeff 
Buck me-Buck me Brumback & "Hop on my Saddle Hertrich" 
Hop in my Saddle Hutfleld & Almost didn't go Attalla 
Most Wanted Marina & Glddey up' Gartell 
Whoa Nellie Nick & Wild Wild Williams 
Roll-ln-the-Mud Mark & Lasso 'em Laura 
Crim inal Catching Casey 8t Jailbreakln1 Jam le 
Mount "em up Murray & Lone Ranger Le Messurier 
Jail-Breakln' Johnston & Rangln' Romaker 
Gun-shootin Gonzales & Killed Cowboy Kocab 
Notorious Nlcholl & Down and Dirty Donor 
Round 'em Russo & Zip 'em Around Zlrger 
Buck Wild Brechbuler & Mountin' Murby 
Marlboro Mandy & Ride 'em Rose 
onuwEn 
IVovember 1997...The tradition eontlnues. 
ENOUGH SAID! 
i 
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MO-AXO-AXO-AXO 
YOYOYOAXOSII 
GET EXCITED FOR SLAM JAM 
THB AT. FOR OUR ANNUAL 
RETREAT I 
HOPE TO SEE YOU THEBEIM 
AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO 
KDMetanie Cramer KD 
Good luck wNh exams I Only • tew more 
weeks unM Ksa maw li over I Hang 
In thorn i Your the greesesl. 
IhanU tor •vorylhing! 
Love Gabriels 
KDMelaree Cramer KD 
SK3KAP-SAE-SK3KAP 
Wo woukt liko to thank our lootbal coachM 
Ken Rhode, Joah Spoorss. endRyen Huu 




.her so years. CH Omaga'i iH 
know how to havo a good Bmol 
Thanks tor oia rnornonao. 
Sao you m lOmorayaaral 
XOXOYounForovor. 
Sharon a Kolry 
CNO'CNO'CnlO 
Good luokai initiation. 
Know tho purpose and 
you'll do groat leant 
wait «> Oaf you a brother I 
BigChoryt1 
Free Cash arantel 
College Scholarships Business. Medical 
bola Novor Repey Toll Frao 
I 800-218-0000 E.t G-2078 
NTRAMURAL PRACTCUM APPLICATIONS 
FOR SPRMG 1988 ARE DUE: PICK UP AP- 
PLICATIONS FOR SPORT MANAGEMENT 
WO RECREATION MAJORS M 130 PERRY 
HOUSE AND RETURN TO THE M OFFICE 
BY NOVEMBER 25.19»7. 
KD Knota Zarakis KD 
Happy Thankagmngi 
Good luck with tho root ol thai 
semeelerl Only • tow more weeks 
Hanglntwralltovayoul 
LcvsQabitsIs 
KDKn» Zarakii KD 
ORGANIZE A SMALL i.RII! I 
1        EARN t iSH I   uiKiilf Mir i 
■ 1-800-5URFS-U? 
,u'uu -iinli'iiit'\|iii'-- (inn 
Pt» Mu • Harlay Marlay ■ Phi Mi 
OtoM 
Harlay Marlay la juat around tho comor? 
Do you know wharo it'iatyoli 
Don't rip gottngthorol 
Pin Mu • Hartoy Marlay • Phi Mu 
PhiMu'PhiSig'PNMu 
Tho sisters ol Phi Mu would Ika to dank tie 
brothers ol Phi Sigma Kappa tor tho broadtail 
and cartoona on Saturday 
PhlStg'PriMu'PhiSig 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
ADOPTION O AN OPTION 
A warm, caring coupta wll giva your baby a life- 
time ol totra, tacunty i wondarful opportuni- 
ties Plaaaa coll Karol a Rob at 
I 800-282-53*3 Or call 1-800-827 7222 1 aak 
tor Karol A Rob s prollio ol jnformaann. 
S4Q KAP • SKJ KAP • SKJ KAP 
Ccog/otulalionr jenny Htser to' being 
choaan Saw ol aw Waaki 
Watovayoul 
SM KAP ■ MO KAP' tM KAP 
SWKAP-THETACHI-SKJKAP 
Thank you trandanond Potty tor being swe- 
tomo Flag Football Coachail 
MO KAP • THETA CHI • SKI KAP 
M KAP • SK> KAP • aW KAP 
Congratulaliona to our 'A' loam tor 
winnmglat pesos in Flag Footballi 
M KAP • 8*3 KAP • SM KAP 
United Wsy Penny Drlv. 
Final Cotactton Day 
Friday, Nov. 2110-4 
tat Floor EducKdg 
Plaaaa donata any soars changa 




Noad Graduation Tickels - Will Day 
Cal Chrii. 372-5773 
Wa want to adopt a baby. 
Four yeessa^ we were blessed with the adop- 
tion ol ■ beautiful baby boy. Today wa hopa to 
bo just aa fortunate by locating a mothar who 
llnda us to bo the right family for har baby. My 
husband and I aro both artists and own our 
own daaign buainaaa. Wa work at homo which 
•Howl ui on of imo to ba logathar. Our son 
Tuckar vary much wants to ba a big brorhar 
and askad If ha could adopt tha baby loo To 
spaak to Tom or Daborah call: 
1-888-810-2555 
WANTED 
l Graduation Dckal naadad 
CaM 372-6*77 
EVENT MARKETING 
Student Marketing Manager 
Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable, 
professional, outgoing , goal oriented event 
manager to execute promotions for university 
sponsored marketing program. 
* Excellent pay 
* Part time position 
* For '97 - '98 school year 
* Nationwide program 
* All expense paid training 
conference 
Call Michelle at 
1-800-377-1924 
for information and to schedule an interview 
PROMOTIONS 
1 subtaasor naadad. groat loommatao 
Groat tocason. own room 
Cal Can Q 353-1348 
1 ticket la Dae 20th Graduation 
Wll pay tor sckat A phono cal 
TnaPribulskH40-3K-r)i?S  
1 n 2 subtoaaars naadad 
Cal Chru or Brian ©352 24 72 
2 Graduation Tickets Naadad 
Call 352(331 
Despersst tor Graduation Tickels 
Catl3S3-0247 
Homos tor cats A dogs Wood County Humans 
Sooety 352 7338 
tSuaa* rWonlod 
Now Frazee Apia. 3 Mrm, 2 Hath, 
Flraplaca, 3 othor roomstaa. 
Cal for Into: 383-2*03 or can Dan collaet 
21(471-3713 
Management Inc. 
21S E. Pot Rd. Studio apt. 
Laundry on site. 230/mo. 
avail. In Jan. call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
830 Fourth St, 1 bdrm-gas 
heat A/C starting 




Now Leasing tor Fall of 
1998!!! Slop by 1045 N. Mam 
for a complete listing or call 
353-5800. 
Collogo ol Education Daosrnabar Graduation 
Dckats naadad II you aro not anonding or havo 
amraa plaaaa cal Adam (74-82(3 
Stood Graduation Ticks Is 
Call kaks at 354-12(2 
Will pay monay 
Rmss wantad rnmadlalsry Own room. Fumi- 
shad. Basic ull mdudod S2257mo. plus dap 
Call 354 9(90  
Subtoaaar naadad tor Spring 
Closa to campus. t195 plus utilities 
Call 354 2703 
Sublaassr naadad tor Spnng Sam. 2 bdrm. 
fum. Across from BW 3s. Rant Is negotiable 
Call tor mora Into. 354-4337  
Subtoasar naadad tor spnng asm 
Now fum. daan apt. wrown bad/bathroom 
Closs to campus. For into cal 353- 7052 
Urgant 




3 DEC GRADUATION 
TICKETS- Wll pay t 
Call Jan 353- 7905 
HELP WANTED 
(1008 WEEKLYII Stun anvalopss at homo tor 
•200 aach plus bonuaas. FT. P/T  Make 
tCOOiweskly, guarsntaadi Froo supplioi For 
daials. sand one stamp to. N-1 (1, 12021 Wa- 
sh— Blvd. Sulla 552. Los Angeles. CA 90025 
(1500 weekly potential mating our ancutars 
Fr—Information Call410-347 H7S 
ATTENTION STUOENTS 
Now hinng for Spring Semester 
Partlme 
Lass than one block from campus 
(SVhr JTAiniNO PAY 
3 shifts available 
A start 7:00am - 10O0am 
BahKt 10:1 Sam-1 15pm 
C shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm 
New FleiIbla Hours Avslloblol 
Possibility of working 2 1 /2 hours 




Oraat Part Time Job Opportunltloell 
' Home City toe offers FLEXIBLE hours and 
EXCELLENT pay tor its employees during tie 
school year and summer break. (-40 hours per 
woskJobs average 18.50-10 OOmour 
Call Brian or Tommy Toll-Fraa 
•0047s-53M 
Pwass cal us dun ng your winter or oak to inter 
view and appry. _^_^_ 
CRUISE SHIP 4 LAND TOUR EMPLOY 
KENT - Discover how to work m exotic Iocs 
Dons, moat fun people, while earning a Wing in 
these oicinng mdustneel For employment in- 
formation, cal: 517-33S0S71 Erl.C55441 
Danoars - Now hmng for tho 
•1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo 
Travel a magazine modeling available 
Oe)eVu41B- 531-0079 
Employment Opportunity 
Daia Center Position 
'Moxx company located m Maumaa' 
business environment 
VeY   eHoeSE   THS   tWWoTTTeN 
College life is almost over and you're getting ready to trade in the freedom, of progressive 
thinking and cutting-edge ideas for a suit and stiff shoes.  Well, it doesn't have to be that way. 
If you want to begin leading a progressive professional life, join a company that's committed 
to advancements. PROGRESSIVE. 
At PROGRESSIVE, we believe that the only way to nurture creative approaches and 
professional achievements is to give our employees the freedom to chart their own course and make 
their own success.  By practicing exactly what we believe, we've become one of the nation's largest 
private passenger auto insurers and a preferred, state-of-the-art workplace in northeast Ohio. 
Come see us when we visit your campus on Tuesday, December 2, 1997 foi an informal 
Informational Session at the Best Western Falcon Plaza from 7:00 to 8:30 p.m.  We have great opportuni- 
ties for bright, ambitious ♦*©**.,>¥ "H*   StfSNCS   ANf?   rVUS   \\A JuK.^ 
We encourage you to go beyond traditional thinkingi Question the status quo. Check with Career Services 
to schedule an interview or to get more information. 
Here's your chance to work on challenging assignments, receive ongoing training, and be part of a real 
team-oriented environment A casual dress code, competitive benefits, and a compensation package that 
includes a 401(k) and Gainsharing program are just a few of the perks. Take a look at our website at 
wwwjuto-insurance.com to find out more about PROGRESSIVE. 
If you can't see us while we're on campus, you can fax your resume—indicating job code 978POQU—to 
216-446-4855 or mail it to: Progresstve, Information Services Division; 6300 Wilson Mills Road, 
North BuiUtirKj-N200; Mayfidd Village. OH 44143. Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/O/V. 
^ 
C PROGRESSIVE' 
"IfPfFfNlNaft-     "T«     fNOVSTlVy 
Markel Research 
Wa are now hiring tor dependable, customer 
esrvlee oriented individuals We offer: 
Tlesible scheduling 
■Averags 24 hours a weak, more available il 
desired 
'Telephone interviewing- no sales or telemar- 
keting 
"Casual work environment 
'Gain valuable work experience 
Call Cindy jad at 202-0555 or stop in today at 
4210 W. Sytvaru Ave. Suite 205. Toledo. OH 
43(23 Never a tool These positions startTuas. 
Nov. 25,1997. Kelly Services- EOE. 
NATIONAL PARK EKPLOYIIENT Discover 
how to work in America's Parks, Forests I 
WiWiiis Preserves. Competitive wages » bo- 
nusssl Saaaonalryesr-round. For employment 
Information, cal: 1517)324-30(1 en N55441 
Part time office cleaning. Evenings, over 
Thenksgtving A Christmas break. 15-20 firs. 
per week Call 352-5822 
PART TIME INSTRUCTORS wanted to teach 
biloigy. physics, and chemistry clause in BG 
and Toledo Evenings and weekends Great 
pay. Must have graduate degree or be working 
towards one. Contact Julie st 536 3702 
Pizza Hut Now Hiring shirt managers. Both lo- 
cations Good pay. Benefits. Apply in person. 
1502E Wooster  
Prep. 4 delivery personnel for Christmas break 
end Spring semester DiBenedetto's. 1432 E. 
Wooster Apply 1 3»4O0pm 
Toledo Country Club now hinng for pan time 
hoMay help. Banquet stall, wan staff and bus 
set positions available. Above average pay 
rate lor all positions. Scholarship opportunities 
available. Day and evening shifts wantad. Wll 
happily work with class schedules. Apply in 
person or call for more information (% (410) 
3(2-3418. 
Warned too students. Lose 8 - 100 lbs New 
metabolism breakrirough. Dr. recommended 
Guaranteed $30 cost. Free gift. 
1800-858-0018  
FOR SALE 
1 Bdrm. Apt. for rent on 3rd St. Aval, mkfcls ol 
Dec. (350 plus uM. Cal 352-9871. 
14.4 Fax/Modem Spkr. Phone and AT & T 
cordless phone. (35 aach. Cal 373-8088 
1994 Hondo Heln 
(Scooter) For Sale 
Call:363<127 , _^ 
20" SANYO stereo. CATV with remote 
A-V input, audio output, 178 CH 
(1 SOOBO Cal Eric O 354-7804 
15 Chevy Cheveno. Gray. No rust (500 or 
best offer. 354-8000 
Apple computer, Quadra 880 ZA 14" mul scan 
monitor geoport software includes words 6, 
Excel, Internet. Final. Chinese. A Annvirus Al 
tor (880 Call 352-0081  
I GREAT GIFT IDEA 
' Exclusive BGSU Throw Blanket. Beautiful de- 
sign only (59 95 For Keeps f>>w1own Be- 
tween Ace ( Ben Franklin Call 353-223210 or- 
der 
'Listings avail   tor 98 99 
Wil mal or you pick-up at 
318 E Merry S3.3530325 
1-4 subieasers needed tor next semester. 
2 blocks from campus. CeJ 354-2427 
2BDRMapt near campus 
Avail, now or 2nd Semester 
NO PETS 353-8208 OR 354-8208 
2 Bdrm. 805 5th si Apt C 
Aval. Jan 1 si (350 plus utmtieo 
Steve Smith 352-8917 
2 bedroom, t bath, turraehed apt. located on 
2nd St. Avail tor second semester. Cat 
354-4083 
Apartment lor rent, available for spnng ■ 
tor Close to campus. 1 bedroom, big family 
room, lull kitchen end laundry tacllbas. CeJ 
354-7310 
Duplex house with 1 bedrroom end yard. Sub- 
leaser needed by Dec 25th. (440 per monih 
including oj uMrbes.363-5288  
Female Subtoaaar Wanted (IBSrnio 
Close tocampus. Cal 353-2191 
Houses ( Duplexes tor '98-«« school year 
1 to 4 person homes available 
12 month lease* only starling in May 
Stave Smith 352 8917 (no cats after 8pm) 
Houses. 1 ( 2 bdrm. fum. sots tor 
1908-gg school year. 352-7454 
Sngfe home-owner seeking MO or three 
grad.students D share very nice 4 bdrm house 
onWMorgarden. Just oil Poe Rd. kitamaiion- 
elstudents welcome Cal 438-5872 days. 
280-8988 evenings. 
SouthSide So" Storage now 
renting all sires at 993 S. Main 
353-8208 or 354-8208 
Storage Aval. 5x10- 10x30unrts. 
Call 354 2280 
Subtoaaar needed tor Spnng '98. Furnished of- 
fioeny apartment. Close to campus, laundry 
raolmes Call Chris at 352-5842 
Subtoaaar wantad tor spring and summer ea- 
mesiers 1 bedroom aps/tment in Hillsdele 
Complex (SSOrmo. Cal 354-1302 
Sublet: 2 side-by side efficiences connected by 
enryway  Urge storage space  Ideal tor 2 
friends but wfl sublet separately. (380 each. 
. 347 N. Men St. Apt C * D. Cal 352 0185 
(toava message)  
Two Bdrm. one bath houss in BG 
Avail. Jan 1 St. nagot. Pen O K 
Call 354-2285 
OPEN 




•all majors welcomed 
Respond to: 
KetyServioes 
4210 W SyfvaniaAvs sss 205 
Toledo. OH 43(23 
419-292-0855 phone 
419-202 0759 las 
Guitar Amplifier Hall-Stack. Can/in 3200 mas- 
tor tubs theories 100 wan head A 400 wan 4 x 
12 cabinet Owned toss than 8 mo Exoslent 
cond Catl 353-5144 
Iguana cage. 2 feet by 3 feet with acessones. 
Call Megan al 354-0220  
PowerBrx* 170 8/200/14 4. (565 . tax 
PowerBook 170 8/80/14.4. (496 . tax 
 CslPsulst35a7285  
SEIZED CARS from (178. Porsches. Cadil- 
lacs. Chevys. BMW's. Corvettes Also Jeeps. 
4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 
oxt A 2076 for current listings.         
FOR RENT 
Join us for the 1997 Hunger Banquet 
Sunday, Nov. 23 
5-7pm 
fatascher Sun Dial, 8 O'Oock Dining Room 
Co-qxroored by Dining Services, the Honors Program, 





and help same lives 
... donate plasma 
CALL US! 
353-MEGA 
(6 3 4 2) 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
i 
at Sera-Care Plasma Center 
2540 DORR ST. • TOLEDO, OH 
531 
Safe & Eas k about 
vins Bonus 
: Care about your Holiday* bacomc 
cHsibk for Cash Drawings 
when you donate twice weekly. 
Also ask about how you can help others while 
fundraisins for your orsaniiadon 
FREE Delivery or 15 Mia pkk-up 
The Domino's Meal Plan 
Mention this ad when ordering 
I Id I   IEOM S! 
Bring this ad in tor an additional $10 Bonus. 
That's $30 on your first donation! 
LARGE PEP 
$5.99#! 
One Large One Ite.n Pizza . 
I '♦ DBEPDISHSl 00 EXTRA NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER Ol P| n    EXPIRES I  b 91 
MEGA DEAL 
$8.99 
I       Any Size Pizza 
With Up To 9 Hems 
DH-P DISH tl EXTRA DOCBL£ 
I Ml I si  l\]HA  Not v.i ID.   A 
nii.l-R OtTCK  IXHRr-S t ft 91 
FALCON COMBO 
$9.99 
1  A. 
One Medium Two Item Pizza. 
Two Coca-Colas & 
One Order or Twisty Bread 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER 
OFFER EXPIRES I 6 9» 
DOUBLE LARGE 
$12.99$pj 
I     Two Large Two Item      I! 
♦ Pizzas I DBBPDBHll EXTHA NOT VALID . WITH ANV OTHER OUT* r:\PIRi- s t *«S , 
DOUBLE MEDIUM 
$10.99$* 
Two Medium Two Item 
I   . Pizzas 
Efc 
IM-I-IMMSH li hXm* NO! VALID 
WITH ANY Oltll-.M OIHK 
KXPIRts l"rt 
We accept competitors' coupons 
for like Product & Service 
V i I I 
